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PREFACE 
Vacuum tube power amplifiers have been used, for the past several 
years, in applications where the load placed on the amplifier contains 
a reactive component.; however, due to the difficult problem of making 
a nonlinear analysis of such circuit operation, methods of analyses have 
been developed through the years practically all of which are based upon 
the assumption of a pure resistive load" F·ortunately, many of these 
loads, such as the electrodynamic loudspeaker, are at least approximately 
resistive over some portion of the useful range of operation so that at 
least some indication of circuit performance can be obtained from the 
idealized analysis" In recent years, there has been an increasing demand 
for vacuum tu'be power amplifiers in applications where electromechanical 
type loads~ such as electric motors used in control systems and electro= 
dynamic shakers used for environmental testings are used which have an 
a.ppreciable reactive component over a large portion of the useful 
operating range, Since nti general method of 1:i:nalysisp which ca.n '!:le 
practically applied, appears to exist at the present for circuit operation 
of this type, very little information concerni,ng the design and operation 
of such circuits has become available, 
It is the object of this work to make a study of the problem of 
nonlinea.r circuit analysis for the above lattell'.' type of operation and 
to study the effects of a reactive load on circuit operation using both 
analytical and lahora.tory methods, This study has been entered into by 
iii 
the author with the expectation of gaining a better· insight of a problem 
which has been quite intentionally cas't aside by many ·authors in past 
years and which, in more recent years, has become of considerable impor-
tance. 
The author wishes to express his thanks to·Professor Paul A. McCollum 
for his invaluable suggestions and assist.ance and also to the National 
Science F\:llundation fo:r the fellowship which made it financially possible 
for the author to complete his graduate work a:t Oklahoma State University. 
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CRAFTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, there has been an increasing demand for vacuum tube 
power amplifiers in applicat:ions where electromechanical type loads, such 
a:s electric motors used in control systems and electrodynamic shakers 
used for environmental testing, are used which have an appreciable re ... 
active component over a large portion of the useful range of operation" 
Since no general method of analysis, which can be practically applied, 
a'pp.ears to exist, at present, for circuit operation of this type, very 
little information concerning the design and operation of such circuits 
h~s become .gva:ilableo 
It .is the objec·t of this work to make a study bf the problem of 
nonlinear circuit analysis for the ab.ove type of circuit operation and 
to st:udy the effects of a reactive lo.ad on circuit operation using both 
.e.n.~.lytic:d and laboratory methods. 
In orde:r to reach the goal set forth fQr this work, two chapters 
h,\:l:ve been devoted to a study of the general nature of the problem of: 
nonlinear circuit analysis; a chapter containing an analytical analysis 
based upon an idealized linear tube has been include.d in which the 
opera:tion of an idealized linear tube has been compared with the oper-
ation of an actual tube determined from l.aboratpry measurements; and 
a .cha:pte:r in which the results of laborat:ory measurements made for 
1 
2 
various classes of operation of push~pull power amplifiers with reactive 
loads has been presented is also included. 
The study begins with a general discussion -of the problem of non-
linear circuit analysis and of classical methods which c·an be applied 
in order to make specific studies of special types of circuits containing 
a nonlinear resistive circuit: parameter in combination with linear re= 
active circuit parameters. 
CHAPTER II 
THE '.PROBLEM OF NONLINEAR CIRCUIT AN.ALYS!S 
The. purpose of' this chapter is to present a brief review of the 
general n.c,i.ture of the problem of nonlinear circuit analysis and to intro-
duce siJme simple methods which will be of use in the following study 
of cireuits conta.ining thenni(O,nic vacuum tubes which are inherently non-
linear devices. 
'The Nonlinear Circuit 
If the three possible parameters i.n an electrical circuit, namely, 
.inductance, capacitance, and resistance, are bilaterial and sensibly 
constant in value, a voltage applied in the circuit and the resulting 
cqrrent ((J'bey a linear L~w ,and the corresponding devices, or elements, 
which make up the circuit are called linear elements~ When a circuit 
Mnt:ains cmly linear elements, it can ordinarily be ,solved readily by the 
use of linear diffe.rential equa.t.ions or equivalent ope.rational techniques 
involving ordinary algebraic manipulations; h1cDwever, often tii;nes an 
electrical circuit will have pEi.rameters which a.re functfon,s.lly dependent 
upon s;ome varia'b1e such as volt.age, current, or time. Such nonlinear 
circuitB are usually difficult to analyze since, in general, there is 
nt1 simple :p:et ((J)f rules or procedures to follow for solving nonlinear 
equations as there is in the theory of linear equations" Also, the 
arnaJysis is usually fu.rther complicated by the fact th.cit ordinarily an 
3 
4 
e;&:a.C:t ma:thematica,l equation expressing the functional dependence of 
a nl(')nlinea.r parameter is not known and the analysis must begin with 
empirical data expressed in the graphical form of a curve. 1:be solution 
of a circuit of this type can usually be obtained most easily by using 
graphical rather than analytical techniques, although many "graphical" 
methods are actu.\3.lly a combination of the two. 
Since the problem of solving a circuit containing a nonlinear re-
sist\Or is similar in mffiny ways to that for a circuit containing a vacuum 
tube, solutions for two simple circuits of this type have be-en chosen 
to demrornstrate typical graphical and analytical methods, one of which 
will be modified for use at a later point on a circuit containing a 
vacuum tube with a reactive load. 
The Terminal Characteristics ·of a Nonlinear Resistor 
Resistance, according to Ohmgs law, is the ratio of .a voltage applied 
to a resistor to the resulting c:urrent in the resistor, R = E/I = .a 
constant. This definition applies only to linear resistors. When the 
resistor is of the n(Olnlinear type, a useful concept is that of a termi= 
nal chara.cter:tstic., The terminal character:tstic of a two terminal re-
sist«.,r may be given i.n the form of a curve., as shown in Figure 1, where 
the current in the resistor has been plotted as a function of the voltage 
across it. Referring to Figure 1, if a point Pis selec.ted on the charac ... 
teristic, the ratio ep/ip is called the static, or d-c, resistance .l'l.t 
point P; and the quantity oi/J ~ p (evaluated at P), which ;i.s the slope 
of the curve at P, i.s the reciproca.1 of which is called the dym1.roic, or 
a-c, resistance at point P. These concepts of a nonlinear resistor are 
also applicable to the terminal characteristic of a vacuum tube which 
will be discussed at a Later point. 
Figure 1. The terminal charac-
teristic of a non-
linear resistor 
Figure 2. A simple circuit 
containing a non-
linear.resistor 
In Figure 2, a simple circuit containing a voltage source, ea, in 
series with a nonlinear resistor and a linear resistor, R, is shown. 'the 
current, i, resultirtg from a particular applied voltage, ~nd the output 
v;:)ltage, e0 , ,~re to be determined. 
Gr'8.phical Solution for Nonlinear Circuit With Pure Resistance 
Si.nee the current in the nonlinear resistor in the circuit shown 
in 1''igure 2 is assumed to be dependent only upon the voltage applied to 
i.t and the circ'.uit contains no energy storing elements, there is a one,., 
to,.one correspondence between an applied voltage and the resulting current 
6 
in the circuit, . For this case, a general solution can be obtained graph:L-
cally without regard to the particular nature of the voltage being applied 
to the circuit, In order to obtain the graphical solution, the terminal 
characteristic of the nonlinear resistor is constructed as shown in Figure 
3. A general point p 0 on the curve of the current versus applied 
voltage, i =- f(ea)~ is located by constructing a straight line with a 
slope of (-1/R) through an arbitrary point A on the voltage axisj where 
the distance OA represents the applied voltage, and by locating point p 1 at 
the intersection of a vertical projection of point A with a horizontal 
projection of point P which is the point where the construction line inter-· 
sects the terminal characteristic, The distance OE represents er, and the 
distance AB represents iR which is the output voltage, e0 • The conw 
struction is repeated for several points, Pb along the length of the 
termiwd characteristic and a smooth curve is drawn through the corre-
sponding points Puk as shown in Figure 4, The output voltage can be 
plotted versus input voltage by using horizontal distances between the two 
curves, i = !D(er) and i = f(e8), for ordinates, . The completed construction 
is shown in Figure 4o 
If the termirn1l characteristic is constructed for negative values of 
~n the construction can be continued into the second quadrant to include 
negat~ve values of e8 • 
In order to determine the output voltage waveform when the input 
voltr.'lge is some particu.h.r ±'unction of time, the gra.phical :soluti.tJJ.n, 
e 0 = g(e,~) !> sh©JWn in Figure 4 Ls used :to obta.in ~. particular solutio.n. 
:Suppose that a cc»nst,,-mt bias voltage sourcej E volts, . ls placed in series 
7 
with a sinusoidal voltage generator as shown in Figure Sao The applied 
voltage is now ea = E f E;ssin(wt). The output voltage waveform is obtained 
from the simple construction shown in Figure Sb. The point Pis the 
operating point and corresponds to the value of output voltage when the 
dynamic portion of ea is zero. 
~ - - - -Ai=t(e~ 
·- i="'(e '~ ' /: -i--=- lf'l.l I\ I 
:z- I \ I 
W I \ I 
CL \ I 
ex: \ I 
:) ~ 
u :,,..J'"' i R --'--->t SLOPE-~ 
I ~IA ) 
en, 
F'igure 3,, Grs.phica.1 dCiinstruction 
for i = f(e ' t!!/ 
0 
()J 
VOLTAGE, en I ea.-
Figure 4. C001pleted constructicm 
for e0 = g(e;i.) 
Figure .5b shows thi!!.t the output wa:vet:orm ii:,1 a di.started reproduction 
of the input w,a·,reform. From the theory of ha.rmmic .a.nalysi.ss it can be 
shown that the output v((jltage waveform consists of a linear combinati.cm 
~·f sinusoidal volt:,':i.ges with angular frequencies of nw, (n = 0~ 1~ ••• ), 
where w is the ,angular frequency of the driving ·1rolt.age. The number and 
magnitudes of the harmonic components depend upon the extent .of the non-
line<!irity of the circuit •.. For the above pure .resistive circuit, the 
harmonic distortion in the output voltage depends upon the location of the 
operating point., the size of resist.or R, and the magnitude·of the,driving 
.8 
voltage. It is completely independent of the frequency of the driving 
voltage. The solution of this circuit is quite similar in many respects 
to that for a vacuum tube with a pure resistive load. 
--i~ ~ t. ---1 ~ en I ... 
Ee, 
Lu p ,- -1::: 
~, R ~ eo::g(es)) I I 
1 
f --1--1-
--..J I I E C) I I 
-
1_ 
---
> ,-- -------I I I 
1- - I - - - - I - - - - -1 _:_. I-
VOL TA6E I e CL 0 Wt 
0 
ec,_= E+ Es.,,S i h r.,.rt 
-fs...,---1 
Figure 5. (a) A nonlinear resistive circuit with a.sinusoidal 
voltage applied 
(b) A particular graphical solution for obt,9.i.ning the 
output voltage, e0 
2.Tf 
If a capacitor or inductor is added to the circuit of Figure 2, the 
circuit wi,11 be capable of storing energy so tha.t the output voltage will 
depend not only upon the magnitude of the foad current but also upon its 
time history. .For this case, a general solution like that for the case 
of pure resistance cannot be obtained; and each time that the nature of 
the driving volt.age is altered, a completely new problem must be solved. 
This same complication exists in the solution of a circuit containing. a 
vacuum tube with a .reactive load. Since the solution of this type of 
9 
nonline.ar resistor circuit is similar in several respects to that for a 
vacuum tube with a reactive load, a circuit of this type will be solved 
·in the next section. 'I:he method used to obtain the solution will be 
modified for use on a vacuum tube ci'rcuit in the next chapter. 
Gra:phica.l Solution for Nonlinear Circuit With Reactance 
Th~ circuit shown in Figure 6 is to be solved for the current and 
output voltage when the driving voltage is a sinusoidal function of time • 
. The terminal characteristic of the nonlinear resistor is shown i\n Figure 
'7a. The method of soluticm used here and a modification of it which will 
be used in the next chapter for a vacuum tube circuit are very similar to 
those presentd by Preismanl who in his work describes graphical solutions 
to a variety of problems of tQis type. 
In 1(:i,rder to begin the S<01lution, the equati.ons for the circuit are 
first written~ 
e ~ = Ee+ f s 51n (wt) = Ere. + /b R + L d /b < 1) ~ . d~ 
fo = /b R + L ~~b (2) 
where i'bi bl the t:<ot,d inst,!:l.ntaneous current in the ci.rctd.t, E;r is the 
tot.£..1 inst.i!J:nt.tneous ·voltage .a.cross the nonl-inea,r resir:ltor, and Et, is the 
total instantaneous output voltage appeairing across the reactive .lo,~d. 
If the d.,.c voltage, 1fo, is applied first and the circuit· i.s given suf-
fici.ent time to settle to a quiescent state before es is applied, the 
1Albert Preisma.n, Graphical Constructions for Vacuum ~ Circu:i.;ts 
(New YDrk, 1943), p •. 105. 
'\ 
\ 
\ 
quiescent current i_s I 0 ,. the voltage across the n~mlinear resistor is Ero> 
a.nd the output voltage is E00 • If the dynmp.ic compcments of voltage and 
current-are denoted by er, e0 , and ip, Equation (1) can be written as 
tc+E~1ri(wf)= (ftict-en..) + (IrJ+ip) R + L tio+!,f) · (3) 
wpere Ero + er = Er 1.nd I.0 + ip = ib •. Referring to the sample con,, .. 
. _stru.ctfon shown in Figure 1~, Ee = Ero + I 0 R before E8 sin (wt) is applied 
l!'J.t time equals zero. Hence, 
---E11. .,. L 
R 
Fi.gure 6. A .simple circuit cont,9.i-ning a nonlinear resistor ,a.nd 
a. _rea..ctive load 
(4) 
.A plot ~f the current in the circuit ·'ll'ersus the applied voltage can 
be -m~.de by writing Equ;f;l.t:ion (4) in increment.!;1.1 form and solving the· 
circuit ,\iccording to the follqwing procedure: 
L Equa.tion (4) can be w;dtten as 
(5) 
11 
where one cycle of the. input voltage wr-tveform has been divided into a 
,, ____ .,, 
. number, N, of equ.al intervals of length /J. (wt) = 2'TI/N. 'the number N 
must be chosen sufficiently large to give a desired accuracy. 
2 •. Initially, the circuit is in a. quiescent state so that for time 
t = O, :E8 sin (wt) = CO, ero = ipo = O, and Equation (5) can be written, 
for the first .incremental change in the applied voltage as, 
(6) 
where flt= 2Tf/wN. 'r'helocus of ip = f(e 8 ) begins at point o in Figure 
1a. 
3. Referring to Figure 7a, point 1 on the locus of ip = f(e8) is 
located by laying off a .distance corresponding to IJ 1 e 8 to the right of 
the abscissa, Ee, (a negative .6 1 es would be measured to the left of Ee) 
,<1.nd clC;nstructing a line with a slope of (-1/R) through point .a as shown. 
This line intersects a horizontal projection of point o· 0 , where the 
current is I 0 , at point b. Triangles abc and doif are congruent so that 
the dist_.~nce ca represents I 0 R; and since the distance Of represents Ero, 
the distance fc = o 0b mu.st repres·ent ~1e8 which is given by Equation (6). 
According to Equation (6), the distance o 0 b must be divided into dist::ance.s 
n,u g and gb which represent the increment,'S.l voltages across the nonlinear 
4. F:i.gure 'Jb :i.1-!l ,<a.n enh.rged ·wiew o:fl the coniaitructfon ±:or obt,dning 
the dist.~.nces o 1 'g a.nd gb. T.hr(l)ugh point b, .a line with a slope -o:f 
[-1/ (R + L/ 6, t>) is drawn :so that it intersects the terminial character .. 
istic at point 1u" The vertical distance glr represents the incremental 
current fn ip; the distance o I g represents ,61 er; and gb represents 
12 
A_lip(R + L/ !:._ t) which is the incremental voltage across th.e load" By 
extending a horizontal line to the left through point 1 v, point h is 
located from which a vertical line can be drawn to locate point j. The 
dist.;ince:s1 gj a.nd jb represent L 6.lip/ ,1 t and LllipR, respectively. The 
point ·.1 ° gives the value of current in the circuit. after the first incre-
ment of input. voltage has been applied, ibl = Ibo + /j 1ip• The voltage 
th&i.t is being applied to the circuit is Ee + ..41e8 which is represented 
by the di.st.a.nee Oa. 1:he intersecti.on of a vertical line through point a 
wi.th. a 'hQrironta.1 line thr~ugh point 1 ° locates point 1 which is the· 
sec101nd point on the locus o:f ip = f(e 8 ) •. The dynamic components.ip and 
e~ .~.re meiisured s:lo11g ,a set of coordinate axes with O'l;'ig:ln at point o~ 
'this same pfot gives the tot.al current ib versus the total applied voltage· 
e8 when the qu.~.ntities are measured along the coordinate .;it;&:es with origin 
at point O. 
6~ 'the third p,oinl: on the locus, point 2, is located 'by repe,-ating 
the a1bi)ve procedure using point 1 u in the place of o 1 ,. point k in place 
of a, point m .in pl.ac;.e of b, etc. The construction i.s .completed when the 
I 
foc·iui forms .!!i •. closed· C'llrve .which is repeated for each successive cycle 
of the input voltag~. Th:1,s closed curve represents the steady..;state so,-
1JJt.ion o•f the c·urrent in the circuit as a function of the a.pplied volt,-a.ge. 
· 7. Since the horizontal dist&nce· from the ib a:s:is to a point on the 
ip = f(e8 ) focus represents a. total applied voltage and a distance from 
the ib ;El:Kis to the terminal characteristic represents a total volt.age 
acrq~s the norrlinear. resiStQ)r, the horizontal distance from the te-rininal 
c.h:':lr,'icteristic to the. ip, es locus represents the t<C/tal output voltage 
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giv-en by Equa.tion (2). Such values of output voltage measured at each 
point in the construction can be plotted versus corresponding values of 
time (or wt) to give the output voltage waveform. 
ib ~ (£n.)~ I 'r C-~(E1t) Ll'l.ip llAr 2. 
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Figure 1. (a) Gra.phical con.stru.ction for solving nonlinear resistor 
circuit wit:h reF.1,ctive loa.d 
(b) Enlarged view showi'ng increment,s.l voltages a.nd current 
The completed co·nstructic,n is shown i.n F'igure 8<'].. In Fi.gure 8b the 
v.-alue of i1:, H.t e1:1ch time point ha.s been projected to the right and plotted 
versus wt to giye ib = i'i:,,(wt). 'l'h,e dynamic component of current is simply 
ip(wt) "" ib(wt) - I:o.. A pfot 0£ e 0 (wt) is shown in Figure Sc. :Figures 
8b and 8c show that the current and output voltea.ge wavefa:»rms posses,s 
inita.1 transients after which they settle to the steady0 •st.a.te where each 
su.cc.eeding cycle is identical to the one proceeding it. Again 9 as for the 
case of a pure resistive circuit, the steady..-state portion of the current 
and voltage waveforms can be decomposed into sinusoidal components with 
frequencies which a.re harmonics of the driving voltage frequency. 
However, for the reactive circuit, the shape of the ip = f(es) locus 
depends upon the slope, [-1/ (R + NwL/21T)], of a construction line in 
f.'igvre 7 so that the shape of the voltage anc;l current waveforms, and 
1/, ,..,, 
hence the magnitudes of the h,"1tmonic components contained in then;i., depend 
upon the particular driving frequency being applied to the circuit, 
Si.nee the load consists of line/'.~.r elements, R and L, the law of 
superposition holds with respect to the load voltage Bnd current" That 
is if the steady-sL'Sl.t.e la,,":'.ld current is 
ip= $_ L O...(w)Cas(kwt)-j- b(/.JJ)S1vi(l<wt)] en 
1-(:0 
where w Ls the fundamenU.i.1 frequency of the applied 'l\71Ciltage, then the 
steady-state output voltage must be given by 
C: O = i. ~(kw) [ CL(w) Cos(kUJt:)+ b(w) s / V] (J<wt) J 
l(:= 0 
(8) 
where Z(O) = Rad Z(kw) = r(kw) + jx(kw), the fo1ad imped,'.';1.nce at the kt.h 
harm(i}nic; ,'3.nd Z(kw)a(w)sin(kwt) is interpreted to be (rk + jxk), (iik + jatJ 
sin(lcwt) =lrk2 + Xk2 ~ak2 + af? sin(kwt + tan-1a'/ti. -ta tan-lxk/rk,), The 
driving voltoa.ge is !El pur~ sinusoidal wave, 
Equ:=1.tions (7) ,9.nd (8) are the gener,al form of the equations for the 
curves sh(,,,,l]'n in Figures 8'b and Sc" If twlOl c,r more sinus.oidal voltages 
of different frequencies are applied to the input, the output Wt:1.veforms 
contain ,"3.dditional component:::: with sum and differei1ce frequencies. In the 
, ne:g:t ch,apter, it is shctwn th,ilt the1::ie eqm':l.tions also a.pply t:o a. ·vac:uum tube 
circuit with a reactive lo.ad when the driving voltage is ,a, single sinus-
oid. 
It should be noted that the function, conveniently denoted by 
ip f(e 8 ), which is represented by the closed curve, or contpur in 
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Figure 8a, must be of very cQ1mplicated formr ip is a double-=valued 
function of e 8 so tha.t i.s is not even possible to use a power series to 
e:iq,ress ip explicitly in terms of e 8 • However, this was not the case for 
the nonline/'3.r resistor circuit with pure resistance where the corres-
ponding function, i = f(e,a) was single valued. This is one of the factors 
which contributes greatly to the difficulty of using analytical techniques 
for solving a nonlineB.r reactive circuit of this type. 
' 
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Figure 8. (a) Completed grEi.phical construction for nonlinear resistor 
circ-u.it wi.t.h rel9lct:ance 
(b) Shl[jlwing the transient and steady•sta.te current wa.v.eform 
as a :fonctiicm l[J)f wt 
(c) Shc)wi.ng the cmt:put: ·volt::1ge W,!iVefaJrm a.s a distorted re-
production of the input W,'!Veform 
The two circuits which have been solved graphically are very simple~ 
·but their S<!))lutions suffice to demicmstrate the relative complexity of the 
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nonH.ne:ar circuit problem as well as to demonstrate useful graphical 
methods which are used in the following chapter to begin a study of 
vacuum tube circuits with reactive loads. Although approximate solutions 
for these types of circuits can usmilly be obtained by ,analytical methods, 
such solutions are usu.a.lly too cumbersome to be of much practical value. 
In the next section, such a method of solutii.l>n is demcnstrated by solving 
the circuit conU:l.i:ning only pure resistance which w.as shown in Figure 2.. 
A. :soluticm of this type f'or a circuit containing a re.rl.Ct':;J;nce is very much 
more complicated than that for a pure resistance a:nd will n<ot be given 
here. 
Analytical Sa,lut.fon for Nc,nlinear Circuit With Pure Resistance 
In ©rder to solve the circuit shown in Figure 2, analytically, the 
terminal characteristic of the nonlinear resistor must be represented by 
an analytical expression" Since the terminal ch<':1:ra.cteristic is usually 
determined experiment.:!.lly, it is necessary to resort to an approx.imate 
expression, cibt<~ined perhaps by determining the coefficients of a. finite 
serieai, which adequ . .c.i:.tely represent the terminal ch.ci:racteristic over a 
desired n1nge of the independent vari1:1.ble, A finite number o,f terms of 
either r--r pc,wer series t1rr a trigcm<01metric series may be used. If the curve 
Gt: the te:rmim,.l chl'!.r,si,ct:eristie h·::ue' sharp bends or irregula:d.ti.e.s:, ;a pro,,, 
hihitive number of te.rms may be required in the c1:1.se of a power series. 
The method of le,ast squ1t1res pr,uvides 11 convenient proce.s.s :for determining 
2 the coefficients of: such se.ries,, · 
''}! 
,., See F, B, Hildebn:md~ Inf;.roduction to :c~umeric,Gl Analysis 
(New York, 1956), 
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Suppose that the curve shown in Figure i is represented by the 
following equation: 
(9) 
where the ak, k = 1, .• ,, n, have been determined by a suitable method. 
By applying KirchoffU s law to the circuit of Figure 2, 
I 
e'l..= e11.. + 1 p_ 
eo = ; R. 
(10) 
'(11) 
:'el.nd ~s.suming that the current can be expressed ias an explicit function 
of the input voltage in the form of a power series (which was shown by 
the graphical soluti(Q)n tlO be the case for the pure resistive circuit), 
the current can be writt.en as 
• t?1 k / = ~ bK Ea.. (12) 
for n sufficiently large where the ~ are to be. determined, By substi-
t·uting Equatiqn. (10) · into Equation (9), expal'lding the re1::iJ.lt, and ma.king 
use «:ilf Equation (12!), the following identity is obt<Bl.ined: 
(b,)ea. +(bz)e~ = [C{,-ct,h,R] e~ +[ Cl:..--a,b2.R-ZC{'l.6,R+i:?1..b~ R1 ] e~ (13} 
. where only the first and seco·nd terms of the power series are considered. 
By equa.tin.g coefficients of li.ke powers ·cm the left and right si.des o;f; 
t:'he id@nt:ity (l~3), the coefficients for the first two terms of Equ!lLti~n 
('12) ~re found to 
I Cl. I _,,.., 
o, = -(.+.Ra:, 
be 
_ a.. [(t+a,F?)'"-a., a.,. R' ( 2 + a., R) J 
b2.. - t. ( I + ct I R ) 3 (14) • ) 
Equation (12) ca.n now be written as 
I = b, ea. + bz.. e: (15) 
s:nd the output voltage ca.n be found by substituting Equation (15) into 
Equ,.a.tfon (11). Nr.:»tice that the coefficients bk of the power series are 
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independent of frequency ~nd that their magnitudes depend upon the non-
linearity of the terminal characteristic and the value of R, both of which 
were inferred from the graphical solutiop. •. If an input voltage, E8 Sinwt, 
is applied, the first two terms of Equatfon (15) give 
/ = Ei,m. + b, Es,:111(wt)- b2. ~Co s(2.wt) (1~) 
'.this method i:nvobres considerably more work than that for the graphi-
cal solution and it is obviously to.o tedious to be of much practical value 
for problem solving, When the circuit contains a reactance, the input 
· voltage must 1:ie restricted to a periodic function of time (in orde.r to 
use the concept of impedance) and only the steady-state solution can be 
considered. For this case, the curreni; given by Equation (12) and the 
input volta~e can be considered as parametric equations with.time as the 
variable. The bk will be £unctions of frequency so that a. coefficient 
will be required for each frequency term ,arising from the expansion of 
(ea)k. In general, such as solution invohres much more work thiam th.at 
for the pure resistive circuit. F~r this refason, v,~cuum tube circuits 
with re,ij.ctive 101.:1.ds kill be studied m,'linly by graphical methods supple .. 
mented by analytic1:;1.l techniques only when some. ~dv,,a,ntage can be gained by 
it. An a'i\::ception is the case of an idealized linear tu.be W'here the diffi-
cul'l:;y does not .arise, 
Summary 
When a nonlinear resistor is added tl!J an otherwise linear circuit, 
the problem of circuit analysis reverts from the class of well organi:zed 
analyses based on linear theory to a class of analyses the discipline of 
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which depe·nd:s to 1::t Virge ex.tent upon the ingenuity of the investigator. 
And since the characteristic of a nonlinear resistor in such a circuit is, 
much of the time, available only in the graphical form of a curve 
determined from e:xperimentally qbtained data, graphical methods o £ 
an,alysis often times require the least amount of labor and provide the 
most direct way to (iibtain a solution. !.f the nonlinear circuit contains 
©;nly pttre resistance, a certain amount of generality can be retained in 
the solution; but when the circuit contains a reactance, the effect of 
crumging SOJme psi.rt of the problem can usu~lly be determined quantitatively 
only by repea.ting the entire prrQlcess of the analysis, However, the 
effects of VEJ,rying the circuit can sometimes be predicted in a very 
qm:i.litative WtCJ.y from an analytical solution .obta:ifned by the use of power 
series, 
Some import:.smt distinctions bet.ween the results i:ri'btained for the 
circuit with pure re:sistan,c,e and those for the circuit with reactap.ce 
are enumer,8.ted be.Ls1w. 
1I'or the circuit with pure re,sisti:1nce~ 
16 A ge·ner<',l1 !llc,luti.on frvr o·utput voltg.ge s.cr1~1ss the resist.:ive lc1,1:1.d 
C:,\,J,n 'be t"'bt:t;i.in~d without ·reg.it'd t:a the pG1:rt:icu.l1£tr n1~.t:ur1:1 of th~ W&t\i'dorm 
of the 'v'i:illtHge ~ppli.ed t:o the circui.t, 
2, ''.!:he current: resulting from a. :sinusoidal appl:i.ed volt,'3.ge cont.\'!ins 
harmonic components with magni.tudes which are independent of frequency. 
:L The current: in the circuit is a single valued function of the 
volt,ai:ge applied to the circuit .and can expressed explicitly without 
restriction upon the nature of the applied voltage, 
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4. The value of the load resistor, R, can represent the equivalent 
resistance of a general resistive network without altering the method of 
soluticmo 
Corresp'°ndingly, for the circuit with reactance1 
L The output voltage across the reactive load depends upon the 
time hi.story of the current, thus the solution depends upon the particular 
nature «:Jlf the waveform of the applied voltage. 
2. T'b.e current resulting from a sinusoidal applied voltage contains 
b..::1.rmonic components with magnitudes which are functions of frequency. 
3. 'I:he current in the circuit is .a multiple··"vtdued function of the 
applied voltage and the two quantities ordinarily can be related ex-
plicitly only in the form of parametric equations in terms of time. 
4. The particular method of solution given here depends entirely 
upon the nature of the reactive load in the circuit 1&11.d can be used only 
on rel.atively simple load configurations. 
Since the nature of the problem of analyzing a circuit containing 
a vacuum tube is similar in many ways to th1a.t of l:l. circuit containing 
\ . 
a. nainline1air resistor, some of the ide,\is developed in this chapter ha.ve 
greatly influenced the author 0 s method of 1:1.pproach to the study, in the 
follc,wing chapters, of vacuum tube circuits containing reactive loads. 
In order tiJ gain a better insight of the operation O\f a vacuum t,1.1.be 
i,4th a rea.ctive lotid, the method used here to solve the nonlinear circuit 
with a. reactance is modified and used in the ne:&:t chapter to obtain: the 
path of operation e)f a vacuum tube for a particular reactive load con .. 
CHAPTER III 
THE VACUUM 'rCTBE AS A NONLINEAR CIRCUIT ELEMENT 
Introduction 
Although the theory of vacuum tube circuit analysis has been 
developed through the years to a relatively advanced state, one feature 
t,f the vacuum tube which has greatly hampered the accuracy of such 
analyses is the t'ubeus inherent nonlinearity. In order to carry out an 
ex.a.ct analysis, equ,ations coimpletely describing the tube« s character-
i:stic would be requiredo Such equations can best be approximately 
determined from empirically obtained data but they are much too qumber= 
;;:iome for practic,':l.1 everyday use. As a result, there are two general 
types of appnJximate ;;;rnaly:ses which are commrinly applied to audio 
frequency ampli.fier circtdts. One type of analysis, based on a linear 
equi:valent circuit,3 assumes that the va.cuum tube is i'.'I. linear element 
so that ordirnuy methods 01f line.:1.r circuit analysis are applicable. 
Since the v,a.cuum tube is ,>appr,.iximately line.:ar only when it is ,1perated 
over cert,a.in reh.tively smdl portions of i.ts ch<'ar,~cte:ristics, this 
type of analysis is appro:&:imately valid only when small input signals 
are applied to the tube, The other type of :analysis coq.sists essentially 
3see George Eo HHppel and Wilfred Mo Hesselberth, Engineering 
Electronics (New York, 1953), 
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of graphical methods4 which take into account the nonlinearity of the 
tube so that large driving signals can be applied. The first type of 
analysis is especially suitable for low-level voltage amplifier circuits 
for which the input signal is relatively small and the load of the circuit 
is usu1dly designed to exhibit essentially a pure resistance over the 
1µ~.jor portion l(l)f the desired range of operating frequencies. The f~ct 
that the lo1ad ordina.rily becomes reactive at the upper and lower extremes 
of the frequency range presents no particular difficulty in the analysis. 
The seccmd type of analysis is especially applicable t«.J .audio power 
amplifier circuits for which the driving voltage is necessarily m,ade 
large in order to obtain a.large power output, In spite of the fact 
that power amplifiers often have electromechanical loads such as loud-
speakers, electric motors, electrodynamic shakers used for envirotnental 
testing, and many <Dther kinds o>f lo.ads which exhibit a reactance over an 
~.pprecfa.ble portion of the range of operating frequencies, the analysis 
nearly alw,a.ys assumes the load to be a pure resistance. Such a simpli,., 
fication can be appreciated when the peculia.r problem of attempting to 
locate the Oiperating pa.th of a v1:1cuum tube with a reactive 101,1.d is con-
sipered~ howe.ver, the results obtained with the simplification are 
st;dct.ly Vidid only when the load is, in fact, the pure resista:nce 
specified, since it. is only for this condition that the tube actually 
operates over the portion of its cb.a.rac.teristics which have been used 
in the an,'illysis, 
4see Herbert J. Reich, Theory ~ Application of Electron 'l'ubes 
(New York, 1944), 
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Since this work is primarily concerned with studying the effects of 
a reactive load in circuits of this latter type, audio frequency power 
amplifiers with reactive loads~ little further discussion of methods of 
analys:is for other cases will be made except by the way of compp1ring 
results. 
In this chapter, some of the general characteristics of the 
operating path of a vacuum tube with a reactive load a.re presented by 
utilizing some of the ideas developed in the previous chapter to solve 
a simple circuit containing an inductor and a linear resistor for a 
load. Also~ the results of analytical investigations~ based on the use 
of power seriess which have been made by others a.re given. A c©n-
venient geometrical picture 101f the tube I s aipera.tion is first prc1vided 
by presenting the terminal characteristic of the tube as a three-
dimensional surface; also this presentation will serve to introduce much 
of the notation which will be used throughout latter chapters" An 
attempt has been made to use only those symbols approved by the I.R.E. 
where possible. 
The Terminal Characteristic of a Vacuum 'I'u·be 
The tubes used in audilOI power e,mplifiers are triodes» pentodes~ and 
beam p(D}wer tubes. Of the latter two, which have similar chfl.rsi.cteristics, 
only the terminal characteristic of the beclm power tube will be con= 
sidered. Since the plate current of a triode depends upon the net 
2l~. 
potenti91 distribution. between tqe cathode and plate, the plate current 
is a function of the two independent variables, grid voltage and plate 
voltagE).5 If grid current is present, it will also be a function of 
grid and plate voltage so that a complete geometrical representation of 
the tube 1 s terminal characteristic will require two three-dimensional 
surfaces, one for the grid circuit terminals and the other for the plate 
circuit terminals" For the present, it will be assumed that the grid is 
biased with a negative voltage such that grid current is zero •. For this 
case, the complete terminal characteristic of a triode can be represented 
by a characteristic surface like the one shown in Figure 9a. If the 
screen grid voltage of a beam power tube is maintained constant, the 
terminal characteristic for cathode, control grid, and plate can simi-
la.rly be represented by a surface such as the one shown in Figure 10a, 
In Figure 9a) planes perpendicular to the ec axis can be made to cut the 
characteristic surface at constant values of grid voltage, ec" The 
intersection of all such planes, for equal increments of ec, with the 
surfac~ are curves in space which project orthogonally onto the ib, eb 
plane to give the plate family of characteristics shown in Figure 9b, 
A single plate family curve corresponds to the terminal characteristic 
of a nonline,ar resistor which was shown in Figure L If the surface is 
cut by planes perpendicuLar t:o the e'b .axis and the resulting curves are 
projected into the ib, ec plane, the static transfer characteristics 
shown in Figure 9c result. Similarly, pl,,mes prependicular to the ib 
5 There.are many factors which influence the particular nature of 
this function, for a complete discussion of the vacuum tube see Eo Leon 
Chaffee, T,heory £t Thermionic V,<:tcuum Tubes (New York, 1933), 
axls give curves which project onto the eb, ec plane to ~ive the constant 
current characteristics of the beam power tube. The surface shown in 
Figure 9a is a plot of the function ib = F(ec, %). The parti,al deriva-
tives of the function at a general point 
oib oeb ·dF a ec' = gm, and O ec =- ·~_;J.~F 
1reb 
on the surface are ~~~ = }-, 
-.:; CJ p de 
= -)( or/,{ = - ~e~. rp is the dynamic 
plate resistance; gm is the control-grid to plate transconductance; and 
,A,{_ is the amplification factor. The values of these derivatives depend 
upon the choice of the general point on the tube surface and can be 
obtained from the slopes of the curves shown in Figures 9b, 9c, and 9d, 
respectively. 
In the audio frequency range, electron transit time and electrode 
lead inductance are sensibly zero. If the interflectrode capacitances 
of the tube, which be.come effective at the higher audio frequencies, 
a.re considered to be .a. part of the external load, then the tube is · 
strictly a resistive type of circuit par.ameter. At frequencies where 
the effect· of these capacitances is negligible, the grid voltage can 
be held constant at some value eel and th.e tube can be inse.rted into the 
circuit which was shown in Figure 2 with the plate and cathode terminals 
replacing those of the nonlinea.r resistor. The solution of this new 
circuit is identical to that of the original one except that the plate 
characte.ristic for the value of ec = eel is used for the terminal charac-
teristic •. If an applied voltage, corresponding ea in Figure 2, is held 
constant at some value Ebb and the grid voltage of the tube is allowed 
to vary, the construction which was shown in Figure 3 can be applied by 
using the plate family of chara.cteristics and by noting that the line 
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with .slope -1/R remains f}xed through the abscissa Ebb~ The line with 
sl9pe -1/R becomes the well kno'"'1n load-1:Lne for a vacuum tube with a pure 
resistive load. It is of interest to note that while the locus of points 
in the ib, eb plane which represent the tubes operating path lie along 
a straight line, the. locus of points of op.eration over the characteristic 
surfa,ce is .a single-valued curve which, illustrated in F'igure lla, is the 
intersection of the 11 load-plane11 with the tube surface, and it is given 
by the simultaneous solution of the equations 
ib = F(e,1 eb) (17) 
R ,R (18) lb== _ J_ eb -J- Ebb } 
-ec. = ec. 
When the load contains .~ reactance, Equation (2) must be l'.'eplaced 
with a differential equation; and it will be shown in the following 
section that, for this case, the locus of points of operation over the 
characteristic surface is given by a mult;l-valued fu.nctioil, · illustrated 
in F'igure llb, which is most conveniently expre.s!jled by parametric 
equations llti th time a.s the independent variable. 
If the voltage appiied to the grid of the tube with a resistive 
lo~d is of the form ec = Ecc + Egsi.n(wt), where Ecc is a const,'5.nt negt..-
tive 'bias voltage, the output: voltage and current Wgj.Veforms are of the 
same nature i'J:s those which were obtained in Chapter It for the nonlinea.r 
resistor circuit with a pure resistive load$ and the same discussio·n 
given there also applies in this case. The number and magnitudes of the 
harmonic components generated are independent of frequency. 
lb 
(a) (b) 
Figure lL (a) Geometrical representation of vacuum tube operation 
with a. resistive le.ad 
Cb) Geometrical representation <Df vacuum tube operation 
with a reactive load 
In the neXt section, a. circuit containing a triode tube with a 
resistor and inductor for a load will be solved in order to illustrate 
some of the general characteristics of the operating path of a tube when 
the load is reactive. 
Graphical Solution for Vacuum Tube Circuit With Reactive Load 
If the nonlinear resistor in the circuit of Figure 6 is replaced 
with a triode tube .:,md voltages are applied a.s shown in F'igure 11, the 
resulting circuit can be solved by using a procedure quite similar to 
th:1t for the original circuit, The bias voltage, Ecc, supply volLa.ge 
Ebb, and the load resistor, R, mus.t first be selected in order to es-
tablish a suitable quiescent point Q, :a.s shown in F'igure 13. The 
equaj:ions for the circuit are 
Ebb - i'1>R +L dt'b + eb 
- H-
ee:::. ej + Ec.c. = E'jWI S,n (ud)+ Ecc. 
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(19) 
(20) 
In order to establish some inita.1 conditions from which the solution 
may proceed, i.t is assumed that E and Ebb have been applied for a suf .. cc 
ficient length of time before eg s;o that the circuit has reached a q·ui-
escent stat.e given by point Q where the quiescent plate current and 
voltage are Ibo and Ebo, respectively, For this condition, 
Ebb =-Tho R + Ebo (21) 
Ee..-::;. Ecc.. (22) 
and if the total plate current and voltage are written as 
io= Ibo+ /p 
eb= Ebo +e:.,, 
(2.3) 
(24) 
where ip and ep are dynamic components, Equations (23) and (24) can be 
substituted into Equation (19) to give 
Ebb= Ibo R + Ebo + / P R + L d / P t- e p 
d't 
Combining Equation (21) with Equation (25) gives 
(25) 
' (2.6) 
The coordinate axes in Figure 13 have been translated to the Q point 
:Erom which the va.riables ip and ep in Equation (26) are measured. 
Since the solution is to proceed in a step-by-step fashion, the 
driving voltage waveform, for one cycle, must be divided into a number, 
N, of intervals, of length Ll(wt) = 27T/N~ and the values of plate 
voltage and current at each value of grid voltage must define a point in 
the ip, ep plane which lies icm a corresponding plate cha,racteristic 
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Figure .12. Triode tube with Figure 130 Special plate charac ... 
teristics used in 
gra.phical solution 
reactive load 
Slope-~ 
Figure 14. Sample construction for 
graphical solution 
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curve. These two requirements are most easily met by choosing a desired 
peak value of grid driving voltage, Egm, and plotting the tube charac-
teristics for values .of grid· voltage, ec = Egmsin(2KlT/N) ~ Eu, k = 0, 
1,, .• , N-1), as shown in Figure 13 where Egm = 20 volts and N = 12. Once 
the preliminary setup of the problem has been made, the tube's operating 
path can be obtained by using the following procedure: 
L The construction begins at the Q point with the initial con-
9itions, at time t = 0, ipo = epo =ego= O. 
2, Equation (8). is written in incremental form 
-( e.po +j,ep) == (1~o+ti1 ,f) R + L ~ (27) 
which upon applying the initial conditions becomes 
-1:ii ef' = 111 Ip [ R + L/1:Jf J (28) 
Since epl = epo + /j 1ep; ipl = ipo + _61ip, .and egl =ego+ .L1leg, the 
point (ipl, ep1) is located by the intersection of a line through point 
q with dope .. 1/(R + L/ Ji t) and the plate characteristic for eg = egl• 
A sample construction is shown in F'igure 14. 
3, In order to locate t:b.e point (ip:2, ep1'.L the subscripts in 
Equation (:27) ,'lire advanced to represent the next point which gives 
-( epr +fj2ep)-(/p,+li21p) R + l 6Jte 
or 
-epz.. = /f1 R + /J.2. /p ( R+ L/tst) 
According to Equation (30), the point (ip2 , ep:2) is located by the 
int~rsection of a line through point b, Figure 14, with slope 
(29) 
(30) 
.,.1/(R + L/ tJ. t) and the plate characteristic for eg2 = egl + ./J. 2eg• the 
dist.ance -bb 1 represents ip1R;. ab represents L /J.1ip/ /J t;. ddu represents 
~'2.ipR and cd represents L l2ip/ /1 t, 
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4. Successive points a:re loca.ted by continuing the above procedure; 
a line with slope • 1/ ( R + L/ 6 t) is next drawn through point d to locate 
(i 3 , e 3). _By dr~wing a smoo:th curve through the points, an approximate p . _P . 
. ip, ep plot i-s obtained which s·pirals around the Q point for a cycle or 
two and then closes upon itself as shown by the completed construction 
in Figure 15a. 
1'he·closed contour in Figure 15a represents the steady-state path 
of operation from which the stead.y ... state plate voltage and current wave-
forms have been plotted in Figures 15b and 15c. 
Experimental verification of the graphical solution is presented 
in Figures 16a, 16b, ati.d 16c which show oscillographs of the actual 
steady-state path of operation and the plate voltage and current wave-
forms of the circuit of Figure 12. By carefully scaling the voltage and 
current, it was possible to properly locate the oscilloscope image upon 
aµ illuminated lucite plate, placed over the face of the oscilloscope, 
upon which the plate characteristics for the pa.rticular tube being used 
we.re plotted. 
It should be noted that p~actical application of this method is 
limited to very simple types of reactive loads since higher order de-
rivatives than the first arise when more complicated loads are con-
. ,,;-.. 
sidered. However, the example which has been given adequately serves 
the purpose of demonstrating some of the general characteristics of the 
l!)perating path of a tube with a reactive load which greatly influence 
any attempt to formulate a practical general solution. Some inferences 
which may be made from the example are listed as follows; 
( a) 
Figure 15. Graph ical solution of tr i o de tube ci r cuit 
with reactive load 
(a) D;namic pat h of o p eratic,, 
(b) Plate current wave form 
(c) Plate voltd6 e wa veform 
(b) ( C) 
Fi gure 16 . Oscillog r a ph o f actua l solution of triode 
tube c ircui t with reac tive load 
(a) Dynamic p a th o f operation 
(b) P l a te current wa veform 
( c) Plat e voltage wa veform 
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1, In contrast with the straight .. line path of operation,. pr load 
line, for a pure resistive loa,d, the steady-state path of operation for 
a reactive load is a plosed curve, or contour, in the ib, eb plane which, 
for the general case, must be expressed by parametric equations with 
time as the parameter. 
2. Wh.ile the· ioad line for a pure resistive load is independent of 
frequency, the shape of the operating path for a reactive load is very 
·much dependent upon ~he frequency of the.driving voltage. The waveforms 
of plate voltage and current are determined by the shape of the operating 
path so that the magnitudes of their ha,rmonic components .are functions 
of frequencyo For this reason, the amount of harmonic distortion in an 
a:udio amplifier with a reactive lo.ad will, in general, be different at 
each frequency of operation; while for the resistive load, it .ma,y be speci-
fied without regard to frequency. 
3~ 'llp.e shape of oper.ating path for a reactive load depends upon the 
nature.of the family of plate characteristics over a rather a:ppreciable 
region ·of the ib, % plane. Since the operating path is traced only once 
in each cycle of the driving voltage instead of twice as in the case of 
a resistive loa4, all symmetry of the voltage and current waveforms is 
destroyed and trigonometric series employing·b.oth sine and cosine terms 
~re required to represent them. I.n the case of a resistive load, the 
load line is traced twice in each cycle of.driving voltage so that, for 
a suitably chosen reference, ip(wt) = ip(•wt) and the waveforms can 
alw.a:)71:! be expressed in te.rms of a cosine series only. With respect to 
harmonic analysis, this means that twice .as many unknowns must be solved 
for when the load is reactive than when it is purely resistive. 
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A further study of the nature of the plate current waveform for the 
case of a reactive load is made in the following section where the results 
of analytical investigations, made by others, are presented in which 
series e:&:pa.nsions for plate current have been developed for resistive and 
re,'fi.ctive loads. 
Series Representation ©f Plate Current for a Reactive load 
It has been suggested in Cha,pter II that a power series can be con,., 
structed to represent the terminal characteristic of a nonlinear 
resistor, 'l!he example which was given there illustrated the general 
complexity of using such a series to solve a circuit analytically, In 
a similar manner, a power series can be used to represent the terminal 
characteristic of a vacuum tube which was shown earlier in th.is ch.apter 0 
The terminal characteristic, in this case, is represented by a three-
dimensional surface, ib = F(ec, eb),·so that a double series is required. 
Such a series is ordinarily constructed by utilizing the ex.tended 
I:'ayfor 0S theorm fco,r two varL!:i'bles to exp,a:nd the function ib = F(ec, eb) 
/:j.Di.mt a point Q' on the characteristic surface which projects onto the 
i 0 ~ eb plane to give the quiescent point Q. This series can be combined 
with either equations OJf a c::ircuit to give an expression for plate 
current:; however, the problem becomes of formidable proportions when 
more th,an the first two or three terms of the series are used. And since 
s·ucceesive derivatives must be determined graphic,a.llyi the accuracy of 
the tnet:hirid diminishes ·very r,~.pidly with each step. For these reaso:ns ~ 
this method is not ve.ry useful for problem solving; however, the 
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~oefficients of the terms of a series expansion of plate current do pro-
vide considerable information 1~bout the way in which the tube charac-
teristics and the load affect the operation of the circuit. 
When a tube with characteristics such as those shown in this chapter 
is connected in a circuit with a load impedance, and voltages are applied 
in order to establish a suitable quiescent point Q, the following 
equations can be written: 
/1:i-= F( ec) e1:i) (31) 
(32) 
Expanding Equation (31) about the point Q:v (Ibo, Ebo, Ecc) by Taylor 1 s 
theorm gives 
I I 
h-=Lo +17{~ (Eb-EJ.,o)+;~! (e,-Ecc)J 
-+ ft[:;)'2./h (eb-fl,, ''+2~ (eb-/3L \/~ _c ) +.i1E lecEc,)'-7 f' ,. 
I ;;ebz. 0) Jee (Je0 c,~\tc_ t::tC Je'c'l. \\ J 
which can be e:Kpressed in terms of dynamic variables by using Equation 
(34) 
This series represents the characteristic.s surface about the point Q1 
a:nd the partial deriV,l'l.tives a.re to be evaluated at this point. 
The method of obtaining a solution ca.n be most easily demonstrated 
for the simple case of a circuit with. a pure resistive load; then, by 
using the operational notation which was introduced in conjunction with 
Equation (8), the method can be extended to include the more general 
case of a reactive load. When the load is a pure resistance, the plate 
current is a single-valued function of grid voltage which can be ex-
pressed in the form of a power series as 
.t>o 1~=-> a~es,.,, 
"'1=/ 
(35) 
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Upon combining the well known relation 
(36) 
with Equation (35) and substituting the result from Eq,uation (34), and 
(37) 
from which the coefficients an of Equation (35). can be determined by com-
bining like powers 'c,f eg on the right side of the identity and equating 
their coefficients with corresponding coefficients on the left side. The 
first two coefficients of Equati1!ltn (35) are found by Llewellen6 to be 
'1',= -~-----llpfllh 
({2. ~ i [ ;if M (tr.,}·-nb')+ ~(1rp+!zb)2:_,t("L1rp ~] 
(tr.~ +/l.b)3 
(~8.) 
(39) 
By assuming the amplification factor to be a constant, a simpler result 
for a.2 has been given by Reich~7 
),/'It p ~11.f 
QL: 2. ( //.p f/!J,)3 J e I:, (40) 
When the load impedance is reactive, it ha~ been shown that the 
locus of operating points on the characteristic .surface describe .a closed 
curve, or contour, so that the plate current must be a multi ... valued 
function of grid wltage. For this case, ip cannot be expressed ex.-
plicitly by a power series in the general variable, e~. However, if eg 
, 6F. B. Llewellyn, Bell System Technical Journal, 5 (1926), p •. 433. 
·7 . 
.,Reich,.PPq 75 .. 77. 
h restricted to a periodic function of time, such as ~ linear combination 
of S'inusoidal functions, the steady...,state plate current is known experi-
mentally to be also a perio,dic function of time.. _Equation (35) can be 
written in a slightly different form and interpreted to be a parametric 
equation in the varia.ble timeo Anothet1 reason for restricting eg to a 
perfodic function of time is the necessity of using the concept of im-
pedance to express the conditions imposed by the load. With the above 
restrictions on eg, the steady-state plate current can be expressed by 
a power .series with time as the independent variable as 
(41) 
where 
(42) 
The summation symbols in Equation (41) are used to indicate that a 
·sep~rate coefficient (each being a function of frequency) is required 
for eiach frequency term arising in the expansion of Equation (42). 'I'he 
coeffkients for the first t_wo terms in the se_ries of Equation (41) have 
been de.rived by Llewellyn and are 
(A,Jh=,t~h (4:31 ) 
(A a)h-t = t f µ~(tr/- ~11 ~1<)+ ~ (1tp+ r~)(nf + h)) 
L- (tlp+-tn r!p+4) (tcp+~11-1:. (4-4) 
The coef:ficients (A1)h,,and (A1)k belong to the fuI).damental components 
of plate current, (.A1)h EhSin(wht) and (Ai)k EkSin(wict), which result 
from the first term of Equatioh (41). (Az)h + h and (Az)k + k belong to 
second harmonic components; (Az)h _hand (A2)k _ k belong to direct 
current components; and (A2)h + k and (A2)h _ k belong to intermodulation 
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components .all of which result from the second term of Equation (41). 
· 'Iihe coefficient (A1)h + k is Clbt.ained from Equation (44) by replacing Zk 
and Zh _ k with Zk .and Zh + k, respectively. The second harmonic and 
direct current coefficients are obtained from the fo.rmula:s for (Az)h ... k 
and (A2)h + k by replacing k with h, etc. It would be noted that the 
above coefficients .reduce to complex numbers which require the spec,ial 
interpretation mentioned previously. Also$ it should be noted that each 
of the odd-power terms in Equation (41) contribute co'mporients of funda-
mental and odd h,armonic frequencies s·o that the fundBmental components 
associated with the coefficients (A1) are good approx:imation:s to the 
total fundamental components only when odd,.,,order harmonics of the third 
and higher order are sufficiently small. Likewise, the even-power terms 
contribute direct current components ('ind ev-®n-order harmonic,s. The 
direct current ciOmponents of the dynsmic portion of plate current are 
due to plate circuit rec.tification which is caused by the asynnnetry of 
the current waveform. 
1'he grid driving voltage. m1ay he composed of any number· of sinusoidal 
Ciuimp<t:ment:s; but in order to illustrate a. relatively simple case, suppose 
that i.t consists of only two components of frequencies W'h and Wk• 1'he 
first term of Equ?.>.tion (41) is 
(A1)h fV\?1vi(w~f)+-(A,),(Eic~ !Vf(W1<f) (45) 
a.nd the second term is 
(A,\\-n E/-~ + (A-z.JJ<-1<- f.t_:-(A?..\+~ fb.:c_o 5(? .. ~V\ r) 
-z.. '2... "2- (46) 
- (AJ,c:+k 6c~ Co s(2.w1<.f) + (A1.\_1< Et-i.,.fr"1'1 cos (w~-w,,")t 
- (Ai.)1,i He:. Et,,""' E,r~ ( 0 s(wi...i"WI(.. ')f-
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lt can be seen from Equations (43) and (A.4) th1at the coefficients depend 
upon the va.lue of load impedance a.t various frequencies which suggests 
that, for the general case, the steady-state plate current of a vacuum 
tube with a reactive load will depend upon the value of lo1ad impedance 
over a wide range of frequency so that a particular solution will exist 
for each particulia.r load configuration used. T'his makes it difficult 
to study the case of a reactive load in general terms" 
In the following section, the general form of parametric equations 
of the operating path for the special case of a single sinusoidal 
driving volt,age is presented. 
Parametric Equations of the Operating Path for a Reactive LQad 
When the grid driving voltage is of the simple form given by 
the plate current, according to Equations .{45) and (46)) can be written 
as 
/p=(A1)~ fjh1 s,\!)(LNt) f (A2)h-"1 ~ - (A7\+h 1$ (os(zw-t)+''' 
If: 1::1.ll of the coefficients of like. frequency terms in the series of 
Equ1atfon (48) are combined, the pl~1te .current can be written as 
(49) 
where the new coefficients, whfoh are complex quantities (except for the 
zero frequency term, A0 ) can be considered to operate on their sinusoidal 
functions to give 
i p = AO+ v~ .. + q1 ~ s In (wi+ 1,.;'&;(')+ la~"+ '<'if CO s ( 2. wt+ +a.;~)+ ... (50) 
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where Ak =auk+ j a ,uk and a 1~ = 0. A more convenient form for 
Equation ( 50), from trigonometric identities is given by 
1 I I f II f I II /p=a.. 0 +a.,S1viw +Q. 1 Co5w +C?.2..Coszwf-(,(.,S/"1 Zwf-t- 1 ,, (51) 
Equation ( 51) shows the nece.ssity of using a series c;:ontairting both sine 
and cosine terms for representing plate current when the load is re~ 
active" For further convenience, the coefficients in Equation (51) will 
be denoted such that the plate current can be written as 
fY\ Ip-= Clo+ 2. [a./::'Co5/\°w++hS1vtk·wf] 
K= I 
and when it is necess~ry to combine sine and cosine terms of like 
frequency, such a term will be written as 
1J a_ ~ t b i S I n ( I< £;Jf + 'i 1,) j .. Yi<,== t ~ ~- I ~~c: 
(52) 
(53) 
so that the angle'/ k represents the angular position of a phasor, repre-
senting the kth harmonic, with respect to the driving sinusoid when the 
driving sinusoid, Egsi.n(wt), passes through zero in the positive 
direction, 
T'he corresponding equation for plate voltage can be obtained by 
simply applying the law of superposition to the current in the linea.r 
load impedance and by using the fact that the dynamic component of plate 
voltra.ge must be everywhere equal in magnitude and opposite in sign to 
the dynamic component of load volt.age, 
- e p ~ eo;:::; !'.lo to + f [ al< i1c Cos(t<v.rf)+ hi< t'J< SI h ( kwt) J (54) 
K::J 
where Z0 is the zero frequency compoµent of load impedance, or the 
resistance of the load, and Zk is the value of load impedance at the 
kth harmonic of the driving voltage, Zk = rk + jxk~ The parametric 
equations of the steady-state dynamic operating path of a vacuum tube 
with a reactive load and a single sinusoidal driving v-oltage are then 
/p = Clo + f: {!k Cos(kwt)+ b1< S1vi(kw+)] 
K::.j ) 
O 6 wi: .c. 271 
N1 
ep=-Ceo t() - 2 [~~/t-"/Cos(kwttek)tbk/-tr:/S1vi(kwt+ 81<)] 
k=i 
(55) 
where the highest order harmonic with not sensibly zero magnitude is of 
-1 I order n, and Qk = tan xk rk. Equations (.55) will be used extensively in 
Cbapter VI. 
E.qua:tions (.55) .apply to a very special case in which the grid 
driving voltage is a pure sinusoidal function of time. One condition 
under which such a voltage applied to the grid of a tube will not give 
the.result indicated exists when the tube is biased such that plate 
current neut-off" occurs during some part of the cycle and the load 
cont,s.ins inductance and capacitance. When the grid voltage attempts to 
drive the tube· into cut ... off condition, the rapid change in plate current 
produces a damped oiscillation of plate current and voltage at the damped 
resonant frequency of the load. Such circuit operation is shown in 
Figures 17a, 17b, and·l7c where the· plate voltage and current waveforms 
and the affected portion of the operating path are shown .. 
Under norm,d operation of a vacuum tube circuit with a reactive 
load and a single sinusoidal driving voltage, Equation (55) .is valid and 
only .components of plate current and voltage which are harmonically 
related to the driving f:requency are present. It has been observed . .,, 
experimentally that the operating path is represented by a relatively 
smooth curve in the ib, eb plane wlten11 the harmonic components are ra.the.r 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 17. The effects of plate current "cut-off" during a portion 
of t he operating cyc le in a circuit containing a 
triode tube with a r eact ive load 
(a) 
(a) Plate voltage waveform 
(b) Plate current waveform 
(c) Portion of operating path 
(All three images are reversed horizontally) 
-~- ------
~ .. ~· 9 
(b) (c) 
Figure 18. The path of operation of a tr i ode tube with re s istive 
and reactive loads with a single sine wave of driving 
voltage applied 
(a) 
(a) Normal operation with resistive load 
(b) Operation with reactive load, relatively high 
second harmonic distortion 
(c) Operation with reactive load, relative ly low 
second harmonic distortion 
(c) 
Figure 19. The path of operation of a triode tube with a reactive 
load when two driving voltage sine waves of different 
frequency are applied simultaneously 
(a) Application of 160 cps and 1000 cps 
(b) Application of 500 cps and 1000 cps 
(c) Application of 20,000 cps and 1000 cps 
1+3 
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large. The operation of atriode tube under these conditions is shown 
in Figures 18a, 18b, and 18c, Figure 18a shows the operating path for 
a resistive load, Figure 19b shows the operating path for a reactive load 
whe.re the second harmonic distortion of voltage and current is large; and 
Figure 18c shows the operating path for a reactive load where second 
harmoni.c dis to.rt ion is relatively sima.11, 
In many .applications of audio power amplifiers, driving voltages 
with sinusoidal components of two or more frequencies .are applied simul-
tane@usly, For this condition of openttion, the plate current of a 
single tube will be of the form given by Equations (45) and (46), It is 
interesting to note that the operating path for this type of operation 
inv(Dilves an appreciable region of the plate family of characteristics 
in the ib, eb plane, T"here appears to be an infinite v,ariety of shapes 
which the operating path can h,ave, depending upon the number, magnitudes, 
·and frequencies of the components of the driving voltage. Three examples 
are given in Figures 19a, 19b, and 19c. In Figure 19a., 160 cps and 1000 
cps voltages have been applied to the grid of a triode tube in a ratio 
of 3 to 1; Figure 19b shows the operating path for the simultaneous 
application of .500 cps and 1000 cps voltages; and Figure 19c shows a 
small 2.0,000 cp8 voltage applied with a large 1000 cps voltage, Ne 
further considera.t.ion will be given in this study to the application of 
more than one sinus(l)idal driving voltage at a time. 
Summary 
The past two chapters have been devoted mainly to a general study 
of the operation of ii vacuum tube circuit with a reactive load. _ In 
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Chapter II, typical methods for solving circuits containing a nonlinear 
resistor were presented and ,a comp\;;i:rison of the problem of nonlinear 
circuit analysis for the cases of pure resistive and reactive types of 
circuits was made, The methods and ideas presented there have been 
carried into the present ch.apter where both graphical and analytical 
methods have been utilized in developing some of the general charac-
teristics of the operating path of a vacuum tube when the load is of the 
reactive t37pe, Once the operating path of the tube has been established, 
enough information becomes available to allow most any quantity related 
to the operating of the circuit to be determined, The graphical method, 
based on a differential equation approach, which has been presented is 
perha.ps the most easily applied method for obtaining an approximate 
solution; however, its practical application is limited to very simple 
lead configurations which are not at all representative of the general 
electromechanical type of la.ad which is often times the loa.c;l used for 
:audio power amplifiers. The analytical method, based on a power series 
approach, is a general method for determining the steady,,.state operating 
path for a periodic type of applied driving voltage, It can be used for 
any type of lo.ad configuration provided the load impedance as seen by 
the tube can be determined at the appropriate frequencies, however, this. 
method is not at all practicc1.l for actural problem solving due to the 
ertormous amount of work involved in order to obtain even a rough approxi-
mation to a particular solution based on the first two or three terms 
of a power series, It has been shown that the operating path of a vacuum 
tube with a .reactive load depends upon the magnitudes and frequencies of 
the components of the driving voltage, the choice .of the Q point or 
region of operation over the plate family of characteristics of the tube, 
1and the value of load impedance over a wide range of frequency. which will 
. depend upon the particular load configuration used, 
The fellowing two chapters of this work are devoted to a more 
specific study of the 8.i:!tual effects of a reactive load on the power 
iiliutput, plate circuit.efficiency, and distortion for both triode and beam 
p,a,wer tube audio power amplifiers for various classes of operation~ This 
study consists m~inly of laboratory measurements made .for a typical type 
of tube .with a simple reactive load Configuration. In particular, a 
comparison is made -0f the operation of a properly designed amplifier 
circuit based on the assumption of a pure resistive load with the opel'.'.-
ation of the same circuit when various amounts of.reactance are added 
to the plate circuit lo,~d. . In the f\ollowing chapter, such a study is 
m,a,de for single-tube audio, plL'iwer amplifiers in cl1ass Ai operation after 
a brief analysis based on an idealized linear tube is presented. 
CHAPTER IV 
LINEAR ANALYSIS OF SINGLE TUBE POWER AMPLIFIER 
FOR CLASS Al OPERATION 
Introduction 
·" 
In Chapters II and III, some indication of the general nature of 
the complicated processes taking place in a vacuum tube circuit with a 
reactive load has been given~ and the typical kinds of difficulty which 
arise in attempts to solve this type of nonlinear circuit have been 
demonstrated. Also in Chapter IIIi it was mentioned that although a 
linear type of analy8is can be used when the operation of the tube is 
confined to a limited region of its characteristic surface, a more 
exa.ct ·method of analysis which takes into account the tube 1 s nonlinear 
ch~.rac·teristic.s is required for accur,9,cy when the ope.rstion involves an 
appreci.o;i:ble portion IO>i: the ch~ .. ra.cteristic surface. Audio power 1-'tmplifier 
circuitl-.l fo,_r which the grid driving volt.age is of necessity made l.~rge 
in order to obttiin large power output are .!-1. class of circuitr~ which .Blre 
in the 11: .. tter of the two ab,r;ve cat,:\go,ries; howeve:r 5 such a 'metht)d of 
analysis which can be practically ,applied to the general case of a 
w:1cuum tube circui.t wi.th a re.active loa.d is unknown to the. author. The. 
power series for the c.:ase of a reactive lo8d involve.s graphical 
procedures for detE'!rmining a:pproximate values of successive deriva•-' 
ti.ves, . and beyond the second harmonic term, its complicated form 
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prohibits its use; ~lso, the graphical method, .which has been presented 
for obtaining an s.pproxima:te solution is applicable only to the very 
simplist of reactive loads. In view of these circ~stances, the most 
fruitf'Ul approach to a further study of such circuits appears to be that 
of an andysis based upon an idealized linear tube, which has for its 
terminal chara:cterist:.:f,c s plane surface lo.cated tangent to the tube 1 s 
JS.ctual characteristic surface at the quiescent point of operation. Such 
a tube will exhibit straight and equally spaced plate characteristics, 
aJ1.d its c:onsta.11-t ve.lues of ){_, gm, and rp will be equal to those measured 
at the Q point which should he chosen in a region of relative linearity. 
Although considerable error can be involved in the application of the 
results of such a linear analysis to the problem of obtaining actual 
numerical answers, t.he methio1d is useful for determining, somewhat quali= 
t1tttively,. the v;arfou.s effects of placing ~. reactive element in the pla.te 
circuit load. 
!n this cfo:1.pter, a :study .of the effects :of a rea.citive lo.a.d on the 
power output a:nd plate circui.t efficiency of a. single tube triode 
,ij;mplifier for cl.ass At opera.don has been ma.de by first .analyzing such 
a circt.tit .for the case of an ideal linear tube and then comparing the 
results obtained with those :obt.ained from a.ctu.al laboratory me.as·urements. 
'!'he :results ·of laboratory measurements made for the case of a. beam power 
tube !ffllplifier for class Ai operation are a:ls·o given~ In order to begin 
l:ln analytical study, certain basic equations must be derived and s·ome 
c.f the properties -0f the dynamic p,ath of operation of a linear tube -with 
a .reactive lo.ad must be determined. These requirements are met in the 
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following section where the results obtained will also be of use At 
v:a,rious points in the following chapter. 
Dynamic Path of Operation of Linear Tube with Reactive Load 
T.he dynamic path of operati,on of a. linear tube with a reactive load 
will be determined by cons.ide:ring the circuit shown in Figure .20.a.. 
Where a suitsble quiescent point Q has been chosen .is shown on the 
linearized pltJ:te chara.ct;eristics of a triode in Figure 20b. 
' 
~ 
Ip 
. 
.._ /J;, 
ib ~ l.l.t 
0... 
< 
"'C" 
-.I 
eo (w) -l ep ~ Ifio 
~ 
/:bb -=::r.: ......J 
I II 1 Q... fee 
~ 
Pig·,rre 20. . (ii:) 
(b,) 
A triode tu.be amplifier with gener.!ll.l load impedance Z(w) 
Corresponding pl.ate di:.igram for ideal t:ulbe 
In Figure 20~, the 1~.Qd, Z(w); represents the total effective 
· impeWl!.nc.e. as seen by the tube, and it c.onsists of a. zero frequency co,m"" 
ponent, .or d-c resistance, a reactive component, and a dyn;amic component 
(t)lf resistance which will, in general, vary with frequency. 
In o:rder to fix ideas, it is first assumed that the load consists 
@fa resistor and inductor in a simple series connection. The equation 
<01£ the loa;d, in operational notation, is 
(56) 
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which can be written in terms of dyna:mic compo"Q.ents as 
[ D + hb] 1• = _ .!E£.. t" L p L. (57) 
The equat.ion of the tube 1 s terminal characteristic is 
lh= F( ec, eb) (58) 
£.rmn which the total differential of plate current can be writt.en s.s 
.o,r 
d(Ibo+-,'p)= ~ .J(Ecct-eeiJ+ o,'1,, d(Eb +ep)} 
o~, ....) beb O (59) 
d /p-= ~cl ej -t;f-Pdep . 
Since the linear tu'be has constant parameters, Equation ( 59) c:an b,e 
inegrated to give 
(60) 
which c:an be .combined into Equa.tion (53) to obtain the simultaneous 
differential equations 
[D+.+ ltbtlle] 1 ~-= ).( Et'WI s,vi (.µf- ] 
(61) 
[ Dt-+ lth!!l.p] e f = - M ~~IWI 5 1 "t( wt+ fa,;'1.1.Jt.4_1:,) 
which haye a soluti.o.n of the form 
/p = A E-(ttb+,_tz.P)t + .Lt:'. E5..,,.., SI vi (wf--fa.11-'~) 
I V ..I l'z.Jd-1!.p (11.btll.p)'l+ (wL)z. 
-(/Lbfi1.p\t I .. 1 I (62) 
ep:. A2. E- L- ) .:... v1r;1·:;:~-µ ~{)"''-tSlvqwf+fo11 *k-"ta::11":.Fhp) 
V7;11::, +IL~)'Z.+(wL)"'-
'.Cf the ste,~dy-state portions of Equation (62) are c:ambined i'n such 
l!I. way as to elimi·ns.te the parameter, time, the equation of an ellispe 
·with c:enter at the Q point, and major axis canted in the ib, eb plane:i 
is obtained., thus; . the steady-state path of operation for this simple 
1Qad has the shape of an ellispe. 
'I'he term 11operatiing pltth" will be used hereafter to denote the 
steady"°'sta:te locus of points (ip, ep) which are lecated .relative to a 
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ret of coordinate axes with origin at the Q 'point in the ib, eb pla.ne 
when the grid driving voltage is of pure si:i:msoidil form. The grid 
driving voltage, EgmSin(wt), wilJ. be used as a reference, and the 
starting point of the operating path will arbitrarily be taken to be the 
point (ipo, ep0 ) at the time that eg passes through zero in the positive 
direction, With these conditions imposed, the steady ... sta.te portions of 
Equat.i.on (62'.), which can be derived by simply appl'ying Ob.m 0 s law, become 
the parametric equa:tions :of the operating p,ath and a direct ex.tension of 
these equations to the more general case of the load impedance shown in 
Figure 20a can be made" The extended form of these equations c·an be 
conveniently wr:i:tten as follows: 
e 5 = Ej'WI s, vt (...l)t:' 
, t<E 
Ip= f\""'1 5111(wf+-l)=-Ip,.,.,,S1YJ(wf-+i) 
/It.pt l:(w)/ 
e p= -Ip,,,,,J~(w)/ S 111 (wf+"'1 +G) / $ ::.- fa.vi:'~~~ (63) 
2(w):::h..(w)+j;lc'(w) 1 '1-=-td~t1 ,I<(""') 
J fi lw) + tip 
The general equation of the dynamic operating path can now be 
obrained by writing the general form of the equation of a canted ellipse: 
A 2. B I •2.. I ep+ ep1p+C1p = (64,) 
the coefficients of Equation (64) can be determined by evaluating 
Equation (63) for three convenient values of wt, say wt.= -'t, -("/+ Q), 
and 1f /2. The result is 
I 2.'Z. '2. I j'- 7-. 
e/+Z1Uw)ep1p+/r(l.1;)/ Ip =If""' ,t(w) Stn.9 (65) 
which, by colllparis~n, can be shown to have the same range of values as 
Equation (63), Thus, Equation (65) .is the equation of the dynamic 
operating path of a linear tube with a general load impedance, 
Z(w) = r('w) + jx(w). 
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Some of the properties of the operating path, which can be derived 
\'! .. 
. o'F .. 
from fqu.!'l.tion · (63), are shown in Figure 21. By equatihg dip = :.. ('.)ep 
dep d'F 
-
zero, where F is the left hand member of Equation (65), it is found that 
the maximum current is always given by the intersection of the resistive 
load-line and the operating path; similarly, the maximum voltage is 
always given by the intersection of a line with slope = cos Q. with the I g <w)f' 
operating path. The slope of the major axis of the ellipse is for all 
cos Q practical purposes - which can be established by using the re-Jg (w)/ 
lation, tan (2o<) = B/A-C, where o(.. is an acute angle,. measured from the 
I 
positive ep ~xis, through which a set of axes ip, ep must be rotated in 
order to transform the quadratic form of Equation (65) into a positive 
definite form. By using the relation, tan(2o0 = 2Zcos (9)/ (1-Z2), or 
t. "'.n ( J ) -- (Z .-1) Z -1 . . 1 • 1 / I h 1 h 2 2 J2 
"' ,:r,.. - + =- Z cosQ, t e .s ope of t. e minor axis 
2ZcosQ 2ZcosQ 
is jz/ /cosQ. From Figure 21, the slope of the major axis must then be 
- cos9//Z/, When x(w) = 0, the angle .Q = 0, and the major axis coinc'ides 
with the resisti.ve loa.d ... line. For this case, Equation (65) becomes 
ep "'" "'t' (w) 1,p, 
'I'he form of Equation (6.5) rev·eals that the operating pa.th of an 
ide,<d linear tube has the Sl,'!:lme sh.ape for both inductive a.nd c:ap,a.citi've 
reactances, However, referring back to Equation (64), it can be .seen 
t'ha.t for a positive, or inductive rea.ctance, the op~rating path begins 
a.t point a, in Figure 21, and is traced in the c:lockwise direc.tion; .and 
for a negative, or capacitive n.iact1ance, the operating pi:{th begins at 
point band is traced in the counter-clockwise direction. If .the net 
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load reactance is varied from some positive value, through zero, to some 
negative value, points a and b will approach each other along the plate 
characteristic curve fo:r eg = 0, meet at the Q point, and then continue 
on so tha·t for some negative value of re.a.eta.nee ea.ch point will occupy 
the ·other point I s original position. During this process, the ma.Jar axis 
of the ellipse rot4tes in a clockwise direction, ab.out point Q, 7 until 
the ellipse degenerates into the straight resistive load-line for zero 
reactance, and then.rotates back in a counter-clockwise direction toward 
its original position. '!:his is the type of behavior which would be 
expected if the load should exhibit resonance at some frequency about 
wh:j.ch the driving voltage frequency was varied. 
The equations whi.ch. have been developed here along with the proper~ 
ties of the operating pa:tb. shown in Figure 21 ~ will be of value in the 
ne:&:t section where the effects of a reactive load on power output and 
plate circuit efficiency £or class A1 .operation of an ideal linear triode 
tube ,are investigated. 
Power Output and Plate Circuit Efficienc.y for an Ideal Tube 
In this section, the ef.fects of a reactive load on the power oµt-
put and plate circuit efficiency of_ a single triode tube in class A1 
operation are predicted analytically for the case of an idealized line~r 
tube, The results, thus obtained, are then compared with laboratory 
7rn this discussion, it is assumed that the load is transformer 
coupled to the amplifier so that the Q point is determined by Rd-c 
which is a constant. 
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measurements made for a typical type of tube connected in an appropriate 
circuit of the type under investigation. In order for such a procedure 
to yield useful information, careful attention must be given to the es-
tablishment of suitable conditions under which the above comparison can 
be made, In the following study, suitable grid driving voltage and 
supply voltages, which are maintained at constant magnitudes, have been 
selected so that the effects which are observed are due only to a change 
in the nature of the load. To establish suitable operation voltages, 
the assumption first made is that the circuit has been designed for 
optimum operation according to methods of design based upon a pure re-
sistive load, The results obtained will then give. an indication of the 
effects on power output and plate circuit efficiency which should be 
expected to occur when the load of a properly designed amplifier becomes 
something other than the pure resistance for which the amplifier was 
designed, Ordinarily, optimum operation is interpreted to be that for 
which max imum power output is obtained under a given set of imposed con-
ditions such as maximum plate dissipation, maximum permissible dis-
t ortion, maximum grid current , available supply voltages, available 
driving power, etc. The conditions most usually imposed upon a class 
A1 triode amplifier, using small type tubes, required that for an 
ideal tube the load resistance be approximately twice the value of plate 
resistance and that Egm = jEcc( = 0.7 Eba//.{ . 8 This rule has been use d 
as general guide fo r selecting "typical operation conditions" for an 
triode tube used in this study. The tube used here is a type 616 beam 
power tube with the screen grid connected to the plate for triode oper-
ation. As in the case of most actual tubes, the optimum value of load 
8see Reich, pp. 228-232. 
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resistance for the tube varies slightly from that given above .and has 
been found to be 2.9rp or approximately three times the plate resistance 
measured at the Q point. This value of load resistance appears to give 
,a reas·onable compromise between power output and harmonic distortion for 
the operating voltages which have been chosen.. Laboratory measurements 
for other val.ues of load resistance have also been made in order to 
obtain an indication of the effects of a reactive load when both the re-
active and resistive components of the load vary which. is most usually 
the case for an electromechanical type load. 
I 
Ip 
:_ Ip~Fi./S1h("lf&) 
-:!:r,~ 'X("P ~r = /~IX ,,., PMi P""i 
-~ /.2kt?S('1t8) 
Figure 21. Properties of the dynamic operating path of an ideal 1:i.near 
vacuum tube with a reactive load 
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An analytical analysis of an ide.al tube with a .reactive load is 
begun by referring to Equation (63), which show thi:tt the presence of a 
reactive component .in the plq;te circuit load causes the plate current 
and voltage waveforms t.o change in magnitude and to be shifted in phase 
relative to the driving sinu&aid. The angular displacement between 
plate current and load volta&e is always equal to the angle Q which is 
associated with the load impedance, and the angl~ between plate current 
anq grid voltage,~, depends upon both the load impedance and the 
value .of plate resistance of the tube •. For a net inductive reactance, 
""i is a negative angle; and for a capac\itive reactance, ""J is a positive 
angle. These relationships are illustrated in Figure 22 • 
.. 
?ot>·· 
-[pm r 
,/ 
/SD0 /80° 
r~ Tpm 
(a) 
2,70° 
Figure 22. Phas.e relationships for an ideal tube with a reactive load 
(a) Phasor diagratn for an inductive load 
(b) . Phas-or diagram for a capacitive load 
When the load reactance is zero, the elliptical operating path 
qegenerates into the lo.ad-line, corresponding to the value of dynamic 
load resistap;ce, which intersects the plate chal'.'act:eristic curve for 
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eg = Egm at point c in Figure 21. For this case, Equation (63) give 
J-/ ,, r:: />!'WI= IV\ LjtWI 
[ n.(w)+ILp] 
E, I = M'.c~'WI )tl'.c.0_ 
p,.,,,,, [Jz:tw) +!Lp J 
When a reactance is added to the plate circuit load, the 
} (66) 
major axis of 
the ellipse rotates counter-clockwise from the load-line, the current 
dim,inishes to 1pm, and the voltage increases to E;'Pm as shown in Figure 
21. T, ::: M ~IW\ I 
Pm1 [ )2.. 1.J Y'2-( ft(w) t hp + ?((u) 
(67) 
The ratios of the magnitµdes of the plate voltage and current when both 
reactive and resistive components of load impedance al.re present t·o the 
corresponding values when only the resistive component is present can be 
written as f pWi ~ [ ( Mw)+ILp] / r} 
fp~ - [~(w) +ILp) 2. -t- '.)((w)] V'lc(w) 
. Ip,w, 
Ipfw. 
Cos"'I 
The power output for the reactive load is 
CoS 1 
Cose 
"2.... 1.2. I 2. Po = I Pm !z(w) = Tp!M tr . .(t . .JJ) Co 5 "'1 -= Pa Co S i 
2.. 2. 
(68) 
(69) 
which shows that the power output for a load with resistance and re~ 
actance is decreased from its value for a load with the resistive 
component alone by a factor of cos 2 ( l). This power ratio has been 
plott:ed for various values of r(w)/rp in Figure 23 which shows that the 
relative magnitudes of the plate and load resistance have an important 
part in determining the loss of output power at any given value of load 
power factor. 
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. The plate circuit efficiency for any amplifier is given by the 
ratio of the a.-c power output to the corresponding d-c power input 
7A ==-~x100% = Ie~ lt(w) x100% oo) 
'IP P.tv... 2.. Ebb·J1A.; 
where Iba is the average d-c plate current with the grid signal applied. 
Slnce the condition of no distortion is assumed, Iba= Ibo= constant, 
and the ratio of the plate circuit efficiency for a load with both re-
sistive and reactive components to that for a load with only the re-
sistive component can be written as 
11 ?/ }t; -:::_ (71) 
The curves in Figure 23 also represent the above ratio of plate circuit 
efficiencies. 
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Figure 23. Ratio of power output with resistive and reactive 
c:om_ponents of load impedance ..J:.o that for load 
with only resistive component· present 
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The plate dissiptation of a single tube triode amplifier is given by 
(72) 
For the linear tube, the d ... c plate current and input power are constant 
so that the plate dissipation will increase by the amount that the output 
power decreases" However, this is of no particular importance for the 
case of class: A1 operation since the circuit is designed for a maximum 
plate dissipation which occurs when the grid driving voltage, and hence 
the output power) is zero, 
In order to illustrate the overall effect on power output and plate 
circuit efficiency when both the resistive and reactive components of 
the load are varied relative to some reference load, the curves shown 
in Figure 24 have been constructed. These curves show the ratio of power 
output for a general reactive load to the maximum power output that the 
amplifier is capable of deliver.ing for the particular ~peration voltages 
being used. 'I~E! reference load is a pure resistance equal to the value 
of rp measured a.t the Q point which is the load specified by Maxwell Is 
maximum power transfer theorem (applicable since Egm is held constant) 
thst gbres maximum power GUtput. This power ratio has been plotted 
versus values of r(w)/rp for various values of load power factor 
according to the equation [r 11.,(w)/llp ] 
Poi :: p/ , ~-= f7-{!h)(!'zb tlLp) col-,=- 4- r1+ ~J + [~F-
!Pow.27 ~ ol IZ.6 (1t1w) tlLp) ~ //.f "tp..J (73) 
I 6 v1110.,)t Io 
where rb = rp, the reference load. The curves can be referred to an 
optimum value~ or design value, of load resistance by simply multiplying 
the ordinate by an appropriate factor 
I [ tt6/ILfJ J k-=- t [l+//~f]~ (74) 
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where ri, is the optimum, .Qr design, value of load resistance. Aft~r 
applying Equation (74), the curves show.¢lirectly the effect on the power 
output and plate circuit efficiency of an ideal linear tube when its 
load is something other than the value of pure resistance for which it 
was designed. In interpreting the curves, it should be remembered that 
all operating voltages are held constant and only the load is allowed to 
vary. According to Maxwell's maximum power transfer theorem, the peaks 
of the curves occur at r(w)/rp = pf. 
Figure 24. Rat.ios of power output and plate circuit 
efficiencies for a reactive lo.ad to ·ma.xi"" 
mum values fo,r a resistive load rb = rp 
In the following section, the results of laboratory measurements 
made for a ·single tube triode amplifier with a simple reactive load are 
presented in the form of curves of the type shown in Figure 23, Circuit 
operation with various power factor.a and ratios of lo.ad to plate re-
sistance has been investi.g~ted. And since tl).e .differences between the 
. ... r.-
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results obtained from laboratory measurements and those obtained ana-
lytically for an ideal tube are due to the nonlinear characteristics of 
the actual tube, the results of harmonic distortion measurements are also 
presented in conjunction with the above study • 
Operation of Triode Power Amplifier with Reactive Load 
In order to study the actual operation of a single tube class A1 
triode ~o~er amplifier with a reactive load, the circuit shown in Figure 
25 was constructed, and laboratory measurements were made from which 
power output,. power tnput, plate circuit efficiency, plate dissipation, 
and harmonic distortion were determined. 
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Figure 25,, The circuit s:nd equipment used to study class A1 triode 
amplifier oper,ation with a rea.ctive load ,1 
In a previous section, . it was shbwn that the shape of the operating 
path of an ideal linear tube is independent of the type of .reactance 
exhibit~p. by the load •. Experimentally, it has been fou~d· ·that, for all 
practical purpqses, this is generally true for the operating path of an 
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actual triode tube, except at very high distortion. .The fundamental 
components of plate voltage and current are essentially the same for 
equal magnitudes of either capacitive or inductive :reactance; ·however, 
there is a difference in the relative magnitudes of the harmonic co* 
ponents. For a simple series R-C load configuration, the magnitude of 
the load impedance decreases with increasing harmonic frequencies;. while 
for a. simpl_e series R-L load, the opposite is true for increasing 
harmonic frequencies. For these reasons, the relative magnitudes of the 
plate voltage harmonics will be larger for the R-L load. This behavior 
is predicted by the series expansions for plate current and voltage 
which were given in Chapter III. There are an unlimited number of load 
configurations which could have been used in making this study; however, 
since space p,ermits the use of only one type and the inductive type of 
load is perhaps the type most usually encountered, the simple series R-L 
load configuration was chosen. 
The load shown in Figure 25 consisted of a non-inductive power re-
sister decade box and an air-core inductor decade box. The air-core 
inductor was found to exhibit an appreciable a-c resistance compared to 
the total resistive component of the load so that the lo,ad power factor 
was determined under dynamic conditions from the fundamental frequency 
voltages E11 , E;1 , and E~1 which are associated with the load shown in 
Figure 25, By constructing a vector diagram for the above voltages, 
Equation (75) can be derived 
(75) 
where Erl is the r.lfl.S, voltage across the total resistive component of 
the load. The load power factor is given by 
Pf-::: E h.1 
£1-, 
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(76) 
The error in the load power factor, as seen by the tube, and due- to 
the d-c resistance of the plate circuit, is tolerable since the ratio of 
d-c resistance to the reflected load resistance is small. Also, the 
effects of capacitance, leakage reactance, and core losses of the output 
transformer were negligible at the fundamental and harmonic frequencies 
which were under considerati,bn. 
Other quantities of interest were calculated from the following 
equations: 
Power input 
Plate circuit efficiency J,1 - Po!n. I'/ p - /tJ.-\'t. 
ft:.-:+ Ehblba.-ro-it(Ro-C f.fa/) 
_I 
Plate dissipation 
Percent current kth harmonic distortion 
Percent voltage kth harmonic distortion 
I I - /:::t,_k X /P-0% 
nrk - E,!, 0 
l-fE1::.= EL1<.. J(/oofo 
EL1 
(77) 
The results which were obtained 'from the laboratory-study are pre~ 
sented in graphical form in Figure 26. As an aid in interpreting the 
resutts, oscillographs of the actual operating path of the tube (over 
plate characteristics of the particular tube used) for various operating 
conditions are also presented in Figure 27 at the end of this section. 
Referring to Figures 2.3 and 26a, a surprisingly good correspondence 
can be seen to exist between the power ratio curves for the actual triode 
tube and those predicted for an ideal linear tube. The power ratio 
curves for r(w) = rp differ by the least amount, while the largest 
I 
difference occurs between the curves for r(w) = .kr 2 p. In practically. all 
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Figure 26. Results of 1,~lbora.tory measurements made for class A1 
operation of single tube triode power amplifier 
with~ re~ctive load (Type 6L6 tube connected for 
triode oper~tion) 
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cases~ the differences between the curves show that the actual tube 
suffered a small loss of power output with decreasing power factor than 
that predicted for the linear tube. The power ratio for a linear tube 
given by Equation (69) can be written as 
(78) 
which sh<::\lws that for a given load power factor the power depends entirely 
upon the ratio of plate to load resistance. The plate resistance of the 
actual tube varies considerably over each cycle of the input driving 
voltage as shown by the operating path in Ffgure 27e. Furthermore, the 
plate resistance of the tube varies according to a perio.t:lic function of 
time, for a given power factor, and thus it h~s a const:ant averag~ value. 
If the power ratio of the actual tube is giv4\'m by a relationship similar 
to Equation (78), where rp is interpreted to be the average plate re.-
sistance over a cycle of operat~o.n_ then the power ratio for the actual 
tube would be larger for a given power factor than -that for the linear 
tube only if the avera.ge plat:e resistance were greater than the value of 
plate resistance measured at the Q point which was used in Figure 26a.to 
establish the ratio of plate to load resistance. By using the well known 
three-halves pe>wer law for a triode and assuming that the amplification 
factor is c~nstant, the current of the triode can, for a first approxi-
mation, be written as 3/ 
16.:: K ( eb + /.,(ec.) 2- (79) . 
which by taking a 
o.r (80) 
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. Equation (~O) shows that for equal positive and negative values of ip, 
the plate resistance increases for a negative ip by an amount greater 
than the t1mount that it decreases for a ·positive ip. Thus for low dis-
tortion operation, such as that shown in Figure 21c where the. plate 
current variation is essentially synunetrical about the Q po·int, the 
average plate resistance should be slightly greater than the plate re-
sistance <!ll:t the Q point. The load to plate resistance ratio for the 
c·ase shown i~ r(w)/rp = 3.5, and the curve for r(w)/rp = 3 in Figure 
~26.a gives slightly greater power ratios than those for a linear tubeo 
. When the lo.ad resistance is decreased, the lower portion of the 
operating path, · for high to medium power factors, e~tends into a region 
of the ib, eb plane where the plate characteristic curves become closely 
spaced and the plate resistance becomes relatively large. This operating 
condition is ill'.ustrated in Figure 27e where r(w)/rp;: 1 and the power 
factor is 0,4, Although a portion of the lower part of the operating 
path extends into~ region of rather large plate resistance, the even 
harmonic distortion of the cu.rrent w.aveform causes the positive portion 
of ip to exceed the negative portion ip by a considerable amount which 
tends to off=set an increase in average plate resistance. 
fl 
In Figure 27f, operation for the same r(w)/rp = 1 is shown where the 
power factor has been reduced to O. l.'35. Since the operating path rotates 
in a counter-clockwise direction with decreasing power factor, the lower 
portion of the operating path has rotated up out of the region·of closely 
spaced plate characteristic curves and relatively large plate resistance~ 
Referring to Figure 2:6a, the power ratio for r(w)/rp = 1 does not differ 
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greatly from that of a linear tube except at very_ low po~er factors where 
it begins to slightly exceed that of a linear.tube. _If a very low value 
.of· toa.d resistance is used,· say r(w) = \rp, an appreciable portion of th~ 
{ ' 
lower p.art of the operating path, at high values of lo.ad power factor, 
will be located in a region -0f the ib, eb plane very near plate current 
cut-off where the plate resistance of the tube is extremely l,i:1.rge. .Al-
th@ugh even-harmonic distortion of the plate current will be _relatively 
119,rge, it .is .conceivable that the average plate resistance over a cycle 
of operation will a:lso be large due to an appreciable portion of the 
operating path being located in a region where plate resistance is, 
8.pproa,ching that of an open ... circuiL . The situation would not be expected 
to improve much with decreasing power factor until the operating path 
rotates sufficiently in the counter-clockwise direction. _ Correspondingly, 
the power ratio curve for r(wf p = \ gives a somewhat high power ratio 
than that for a linear tube except at: a very low p.ower factor where the 
difference between the two becomes s1IJ.aller·. - From the power ratio curves 
and the o.scillographs of the operating path,. it can be s.aid that the 
power ratio equation f®r a. li,near tube provides a good 11 f:irst approxi-
mation" for determining the reduction in power out-put of the actual tube 
relative to the power output which would be obtained if only the re-
sistive component of the lo.ad were present. And the equation gives the 
1:>est approximation when the ratio of load resistance to plate resistance 
is equal to or greater than unity or when the operating path does not 
extend appreciably into the lower region of the plate family of charac~ 
teristics where the curves ·are closely spaced and the plate-resistance 
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is very large. The effect of varying both the reactive and resistive 
components of the load o,n the total output power of the amplifier is more 
difficult to predict since the variation of power output with load re-
sistance differs considerably for various types of tubes. However, if 
the change in power output due to a change in load resistance from some 
optimum value, s.ay .r\°b = 3rp, to some value r(w). is known, tpen Equation 
(18) provides an approximation to the reducation in power output, caused 
by the reactive compcment of the load, from the value which would be 
c1Tt,t~,ined with only r(w) present. The total change in power output from 
the optimum v!!l.lue will be the sum of the two changes given above. 
The curves in Figure 26b show the effect of a.reactive component of 
load impedance on the ratii) of the plate circu,tt efficiency for both re-
active and resistive components present. i.n the lo.ad to that which pre'-
vails when o,nly the resistive component is present~ The differences 
between these curves and those giving the power ratio are due to a slight 
change in the input pawer with power factor which is due to the effect 
of h'?'.rmonic distorti.i:»n on the average d .. c plate current.. For load to 
plate resist.;1.nce ratios of 2 and 3, the harmonic distortion was rela ... 
tively small .s.nd the efficiency ratio curves are practically the same 
as those giving the pawer ratio. _The equation for a.linear tube provides 
a good approximation for these resistance ratios. 
Figures 26c through 26f shows the effect of the reactive lo.ad on 
harmonic disto,rtion in both pl~te current and voltage waveforms. For 
relatively large values of load re.sistance, the operating path, or lo,ad-
line, for unity p:0wer factor and a properly chosen Q point, does not 
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e:!Ctend appreciably into the region of the plate family of characteristics 
where the curves are closely spa.ced and the plate resistance is very 
Large. This condition of operation is illustrated in Figure 27a where 
the load resi.stamce r(w) = 3.5rp is slightly larger than the optimum 
valu.e. wnen a re$,ctive component is added to the load, the opera.ting 
path rotates in a counter=cl<i:1,ckwise direction so th.at its Lower portion 
tends to rotate up away frc,m the ex.tremely nonlinec1r porti.on o:f the plate 
characteristics a.s shown in Figure 21b where r (w) = 3 • .5rp and pf = 0. 6. 
The tube 111Yw ,operates over plate characteristics which are more uniformly 
spaced so, that harmonic distortion should be less for this case than 
that for the case of unity power. This reducti«:m in harmonic distortion 
is verified hy the ha.rmonic. dbtortion curves which sho,w that, for 
r(w} :s 3rp, the second h.e.rm@nic of current, H12~ W/';l.S reduced from about 
7 ·percent. for unity power factor to about 2.5 percent for a power factor 
of 0.6, arid the second ha.rmonic of voltage, HE:z, waa reduced from about 
7 percent to about 5.2 percent. The increase in the imped,'.'lnce of the 
series R=L type la,,ad at the sec0nd h.armcmic frequency is dem(mstrated 
by the aboye figure.s. The third harmonic components o:f voltage and 
current were reduced by gre,s:2.ter a.mounts that t]1e. sec,md harmonic cor.m-
ponent~1" a.nd higb.er crd,er harmonics (mea.surement8l not iihown) were 
negligible. In Figure 27·:::. 9 a further reducti.on in hElrmonic distortion 
results for a power fa.ctor of CLA.; the operating path for low dis-
tortion c1cm be seen t,::; be nearly elliptical in shape. 
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·For relatively sm.all values of load resistance, the resistive load 
line may extend into the nonlinear lower portion of the plate charac1.o 
teristics a.s shown in Figure 27d where r(w)/rp = 1. For this operating 
condition, the harmcmic distortion for unity power factor is relatively 
large .as shown by the harmonic distortion curves. The effect .of adding 
a re.active component to the load is illustrated in Figure 27e where 
r(w)/rp = 1 and pf = 0.4 •. · For this operating condition, the second 
hannonic distortion of voltage a.np current have been redµced somewhat, 
but the voiltage harmonic distortion is still rather large. . The third 
hf,.rinoni:c of ,current has been reduced slightly, but the reduction is off-
set by the increase in load impedance .at the third harmonic frequency 
so that the third harmonic of voltage has been increased. Figure 27f, 
where r(w)/rp = 1 and pf = 0.135, shows by the near elliptical shape 
of the operating path that the harmonic distortion,has been reduced 
appreciably due to the operating path 1 s rotation up out of the extremely 
nonlinear region of the plate characteristic curves. 
Measurements were made for r(w)/rp = ~ which indicate that this 
operating condition is a very undes;i.rable o,ne .:with respect to both 
harmonic distortion, sltoiwn by the harmonic. distortion curves, and loss 
of :tot.al power output at unity pQwer factor, wh.ich is illustrated quali-
tatively by the curves in Figure 24, The further reduction in power 
output due to the presence of a reactive component in the load, shown 
in Figure 26a, has been discussed for this case# 
Since the relative magnitudes of the harmonic components of plate 
current and voltage depend considerably upon the particular load con-
figuration used, it is diffict(l:_t to make general statements for which 
(d) (e) ( f) 
Figure 27. The dynamic operating path of a single tube class A1 
triode power amplifier with a reactive load 
(c) 
(a) r(w)/rp • 3.5, pf a 1.0 
(b) r(w)/rp c 3.5, pf• 0.6 
(c) r(w)/rp • 3.5, pf c 0.4 
(d) r(w)/rp • 1.0, pf~ 1.0 
(e) r(w)/rp • 1.0, pf• 0.4 
(f) r(w)/rp c 1.0, pf= 0.135 
(d) (e) 
Figure 28. The dynamic operating path of a single tube class Ai 
beam power tube amplifier with reactive load 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
I 
r(w) = Tb, pf= 1.0 (rb = ohm optimum load resistance) 
r(w) = rb, pf= 0.87 
r(w) ro, pf= 0.69 
r(w) rb, pf= 0.385 
r(w) = \rb, pf= 0.587 
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there "'.re m.1 e:Kceptions; however, the results of laboratory measurernent:ii 
ml.:l.de :for t'.l~.:sis A1 operation .of a triode tube with typical characteristi.cs, 
and the. oscillographs of its corresponding operating paths which have 
been presented here, indicate that harmonic distortion decreases with 
decre8.sing power factor for a triode tube provided that the resistive 
CQ!Irpwirnent of the load is sufficiently large and the quiescent point of 
(Q)peration is C'.hosen such thatt the opera.ting path avoids the extremely 
ni!Jlnlinea.r L::»we:r plLllrtion of the plate family of characteristics. 
Operi!ll.tioin of Be,'8.i.'JI Power Tube Amplifier With Reaictive Load 
In order t@ study the operation of a single tube «.."lass A1 beam power 
t:u};e ~.mplifie:r with a reactive load~ a circuit similar t~ the one shwvm 
in Figure 25 fCYr the triode ti:fbe .w@.t.:i constr!.l.cted. f'(0)r T(li/8/Bl.m p<D>we:r tube 
Operation (r)Jf th2o beelm pcrwer t:ube with the optimu1m V3.lue oif pure 
l~eid resistar:rw2 ii21 ilh18trated in Figure 28a locSJ.tE:d n1c\/9r the end of 
the previous section. Since it is desirable t0 have a large grid driving 
v@ltage w·ithcrut c.,wusing a grid current 9 a ma:lt:imum ,?alue of total grid 
v@ltage ecem "" 0 volts 9 fcff a 616 tube~. was chosen. With ecm and Ebb 
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Figure 29, Results of laboratory measurements made for class Al 
operation of single beam power tube power amplifier 
with a reactive load (Type 6L6 tube) 
0 
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14 
fixed, it can be seen in Figure 28a that there is a limited choice in 
selecting a suitable value of load resistance and a quiescent point of 
operation. .The choice is made by reaching a compromise between an: 
attempt to o·btain large power output and an attempt to prevent excessive 
distortion, where the plate dissipation for quiescent operation does 
not exceed the ma.;.dmum rating of the tube. In Figure 28a, it can also 
bei seen th,~t, for the operating voltages used there, a decrease in the 
value of load resistance will ca.use the negative swing of the plate ... 
current to flatten so that harmonic distortion will increase. If the 
load resistance is increased in value, the upper end of the load line 
~ves below the "kne'e" in the plate characteristic curv·es and the posi-
tive swing of the plate current flattens. This variation of the load 
resistance also has adverse effects on the power output of the amplifier. 
Due to these difficulties, the operation of a beam power tube with a 
w::1.rying lo.ad resistance is much poorer than that of a triode tube. 
In Figure 29a, the ratio of power output for a load consisting of 
the optimu.1D. value of resist.:-mce and \a reacta.nce to the power output 
which was obtained for a unity power factor load consisting of only the 
optimum value of lo.1id resistance is shown, along with the corresponding 
ratio of plate circuit efficiencies, for various values of lo.ad power 
fact:or. The• P,(!)Wer ratio decreases rat.her rapidly with 8. small decrease 
in power fa:ctor from unity value. At lower power factors, such as the 
,c;peration illustrated in Figure 28d where pf = 0.385, the power ratio 
decreases less rapidly" An appreciable portion of the operating path 
for this condition of operation is located in the lower region of the 
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plate family Olf characteristics where the plate resistance of the tube is 
extremely large. The difference between the efficiency ratio curve and 
the power r,atio curve is due to a reduction in input power which was 
caused by a chanse in average d-c plate current due to even-harmonic 
distort~o,n. 
When the power factor is decreased, the operating pll'l.th rotates 
counter-clockwise so th1B1t its lower portion tends to rotate up out of the 
lower region of the plate characteristics where the curves are closely 
spaced; however, any resulting reduction in the harmonic distortion from 
this source is quickly off-set 'by an increase in harmiornic distortion which 
oc.curs when the upper portiitlln of the operating path rotates down below 
the knee in the plate characteristic curves as shown in Figure 28c. It 
i.s interesting to note that, fior this case, the locus of operating po.ints 
over the chariacteristic surf1e.ce for the tube, shtOWn in Figure 10a, must 
uiwrap around11 the side lt:lf the characteristic surfac.e in o.rder to reach the 
portion of the surface where ec = 0, This causes the left side of the 
operating path in Figure :Z8c to appear to fold into ib, e0 plane in such 
a way that the negative swing of the plate v'°ltage seriously flattens. 
The resulting high harmonic dist(Q)rtion produced h shown by the harmonic 
distortion curves in Figures 29c and 29d. 
Figure 28e shows the lo1ad line for a load resistance of one .. half 10f 
the optimum value which has been superimposed upon the operating pa;th for 
the same value of resistan'c'e and a power factor of 0. 587. An appreciable 
increase in distortion resulted from this low value of load resistance. 
When the power factor was decreased, as shown, the di_stortion also: 
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decreased, to a value somewhat greater than that which was measured for 
unity power factor with the optimum load resistance, and the co;rresponding 
decrease in power output was not appreciably large. Upon a further re-
duction of power factor, the upper portion of the operating path moved 
below the knee in the plate characteristic curves which caused a very 
h.lrge increase in distorti(O)n, Operation with a load resistance larger 
th.1n the optimum vli:l.lue w~, found tio be entirely unsutisfactory due to the 
l~rge amount of harmonic diet©rtion at unity pQwer factor which became 
even larg.er as the power fact!Olr w~s decreased. 
The results· of h.ooratory measurements lll/!lde for class A1 operation 
of a be&m1. power tube with typicijl characteristics which b.u£ve been 
presented in this section, indicate that a single tube beam power tube 
amplifier which has been designed for optimum operatifo\n of the b.asis of 
of a pure resistive loadv performs poorly with a reactive load due to the 
large dhtortfo·n produc.ed wb.en t.he p1'3.th o:f operation extends below :the 
knee in the pl.:,j,te char.t'lcteristic curves. Unsatisfactory operation result:s 
f©1r lll.11 power factprs when the. resi.stive compcment becomes larger than 
the optimum v~lue lh/filsed on a. relllistive loiad (/al.ssum:1,.ng that the corre1~ 
esponding load~line falls just above the knee); slightly poorer operation 
than th.~t for unity power factor with optimum load resistance is obtained 
when the resistive component is slightly lower than the optimum value and 
the power factor varies over alimited range (power output·is reduced and 
distortion is increased); and p.oor .operation results. when the resis'tive 
component becomes appreciably lower than the optimum v:.a.lue due to lo:w 
power output and high distortion at unity power factor. 
Sunnnary of Results 
Vacuum tubes in audio power amplifiers with reactive loads must 
operat:e over a large-portion of their plate characteristic curves due to 
therelatively large grid driving voltages required to obtain a large 
power output. Since the operating path of a power tulbe with a. reactive 
load m~y extend into extremely nonlinear regions of th_e plate charac-
teristic curves, an accur.ate analysis of circuit operation requires a. 
method which takes into accci.unt _nonlinear operation. In the a:bsence of 
such a method which can be practically applied, a linear analysis based 
on an ideal linear tube provides the mo.st direct way to determine, 
qualitively, the general effects of a reactive load on circuit operation. 
A linear analysis shows that the operating path,of an ideal linear 
tube with a -reactive load has the shape of an ellipse which has its maj@r 
axis canted in the ih', e1, plane and its origin at· the quies.cent point of 
c;peration. Its shape is independent of the type of load reactance. . Tr,ie 
intersection of the· operating pa.th and a load .. line corresponding to the 
resistive compt0nent of the load gives the maximum value .of plate .current 
me&sured from the Q point. The intersection -of the operating path and 
a. line with a negative slope equa.l to the l0i_,ad power factor divided by 
the m1agnitude of lo _ a.d imped1,mce gives a very gpod approximation t@ the 
m.aximum value of pl.r:i.te voltage measured from the Q point. Increasing 
the reactance 'Of a reactive load causes the plate current to decrease, 
the plate voltage t.o tncrease; and the phase angles bet;W'een the grid 
voltage and the plate voltage and current t·o change. The angle between 
plate volt;age and current is always 7T + @ is the ang:Le associated with 
the foad impeda.nce. 
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'!'he ratio of power output with a .. reactive lo.ad to the power output 
which prevails with a load consisting of only the resistive component of 
the load is equal to the square of the cosine of the angle between plate 
current and grid driving voltage. Th.is same ratio .also gives the ratio 
of corresponding plate circuit efficiencies. When both resistive and 
reactive components of the load vary, the total change in power output 
is equal to the sum of the change in power output which results from a 
change in load resista.nee and the change which results from the addition 
of a .reactive componetl.t given by the above ratio. 
The results of laboratory measurements made for a typical type of 
triode· tube indicate that thEf power ratio equation for a linear tube 
p;-ovides a good first approximation to the corresponding power ratio of 
an actual triode provided that the operadng path does not extend ap-
preciably into the extremely nonlinear lower region of the plate charay-
teristic curves. Such a condition of operation ordinarily prevails in 
\, 
triode amplifiers which have been designed for optimum, qperat:i'on'b.ased 
on a pure resistive load, as long as the actual load resistance remains 
sufficiently.large. Fo;r the type 616 tube connected for triode operation, 
the minimum. load resistance for the above op,eriating. conditions was 
slightly larger than the value of the plate resistance measured at the Q 
poirtt; the:optimum· load resistance was about three times the plate re-
sistance. The.actual power ratio of the triode was, for most cases, 
slightly higher than th.at predicted for a linear tube, which was ap-
· parently due to the av~rage plate resistance over a cycle of operation 
being, for ~st cases, slightly higher than that me.asured at the Q :point. 
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For the triode, the results of laboratory measurements indicated that 
harmonic distortion decreases with decreasing load power £.actor provided 
that the resistive component of the load does not become small enough to 
allow an appreciable portion of the operating path to extend into the 
extremely nonlinear lower portion of the plate characteristic curves. 
Load to plate resistance ratios below unity were :found to give unsatis-
factory operation largely· because of high distortion and low power out-
put at unity power factor. 
The .results of laboratory measurements made for a si:q.gle tube class 
A1 beam power tube a:mplifier indicated that the beam power tube performs 
unfavorably with a reactive load, compared to triode operation, largely 
because of the c.ritical dependence of harmonic distortion on the value 
of the resistive component of the load. Fb.r an optimum load resistance~ 
where the corresponding load line cuts the plate characteristic curve for 
ecmax just above the "knee" in the curve, the amplifier gives satisfactory 
operation only if the power factor of the load remains near unity .. With 
decreasing power factor, the upper portion of the operating path rotates 
b.elow the "knee" in the plate curve and high harmonic distortion results. 
Values of load resistance slightly lower than the optimum value permit 
a limited variation in power factor; however, this is obtained at the 
expense of power output and a slightly higher harmqnic,distortion at unity 
power factor. Values of load resistance appreciably lower than the 
optimum value give unsatisfactory operation largely because the lower 
portion of the operating path extends into the lower region of the plate 
characteristics where the curves are very closely spaced. In general, 
harmonic distortion increases with decreasing power factor for the single 
tube class A1 beam power tube amplifier. 
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Conclusions 
1, The power ratio equation for a linear tube provides a good 
first approximation for a triode class A1 amplifier with a reactive load 
provided that the opera~ing path does not extend appreciably into the 
extremely nonlinear lower region of the plate characteristic curves. 
2~ B1ased on the performance of a tube with typical triode charac"' 
terLs:tic1:1 !I the oper1ation described above prevails for all power factors 
as long as the r1atio of load to plate resistance remains above approx&-
m£>.t.aly unity yalue. 
:-S, In generals harmonic distortion decreases with decreasing power 
faactor for a class A1 triode power amplifier. 
4.. Optimum design of a class A1 triode power amplifier does not 
differ appreciably frtJm that which is based on a pure resistive l<Dad. 
l 
5. Operation of a single tube beam power tube amplifier with a 
reactive load compares unfavorably with that of a triode due to the large 
am.oun,t of distortion produced by op!eration below the "knee" of the plate 
characteristic curves. 
6. In general, harmonic distortion increases with decreasing power 
£;act.or for the si:ngle tube class A1 beam power tube amplifier. 
CHAPTER V 
PUSH-PULL POWE~ .AMPLIFIERS 
WI.TH REACTIVE LOADS 
Intro duet.ion 
This chspter is pri'marily concerned with the presentation -0£ the 
re!Sfults of laboratory measurements wµich have been made for push-pull 
power amplifiers, in various classes of operation, which give some in-
duction of the effects of a reactive load on circuit operation. Before 
presenting these results, a. brief discussion of the equivalent operating 
path for two tubes in push~pull operation is made. 
Equiv,alent Path of Operation Over Composite 
Plate Char:acte·ristics 
The eqµh--alent circuit of two ideal linear tubes in push,,.pull 
operatfon is shown in Figure 30 where only the dynamic components of plate 
voltage and current are considered. In Figure 30a, tube V1 is represented 
by .an equivalent g.enerator with constant voltage )(Egm• The ·1rolta:ge 
generator E02 represents the voltage induced in the circuit for v1 by the 
unity turns ratio of the transformer between the circuit mesh for v1 and 
tha.t for v2 • A similar set of voltages for the mesh containing v2 gives 
.a. balanced arrangement for which it can be seen that Ipml = Ipm2" 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 30. Equivalent circuits for ideal linear tubes in push ... pull 
openition 
Ftn.~ Figure 30a, the equations for one mesh of the circuit are 
from whi,cli 
,,t{ Ef)'W\ - E O L = I f'Mt f ( IL.p +-eb) 
/5,2...-= Ip'W\ 'Z.. l61 
I f'"">l"l..=Ip,wq 
°2-b1-: (N')1.. ~b 
~~1) 
JprWi t - ,4 £.qm -
/11..p+ 2..:w I 
f PM1,-:: - l't:'1 I Ip.,,., I 
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(81) 
(82) 
Equation. (~2) show that tube V1 operates into twice the v.alue of loaf}-· 
impedance that it would operate into if tube V2 were removed from its 
socket. 
Since JE0 2j = fE01\ and Ipml = Ipm2, the two meshes of the circuit i.n 
Figure 30a can be combined to give that in F:Lg:ure 30b. Since 
Zbb = 4(NifN2) 2Zb, Equation (82) can be written 
Ipp414:.1.1(2.Ef\¥.1}. • Eppl\<>\-=-/ebb}rpp.-.vi (Z. ll.~ +=2:b.b) 
(83) 
Equation (83) is normally written in the form 
T Pf lvvl. = -=t /J. E $ 11{ 
(JlP/t.+i1=/) 
Eppl\,V\-=- -/~ i:.b/ Tpp"""' 
for which the power output for both tubes is given by 
Po= Tp~ k.bh::J. M 7..c,{6 fill _ M 2 E~"- k b1 
"2... 2 / hPl2_ +~bf I '2.. 'r- ... ) hPJz. t ~.1// '-
w11ich may be interpreted to show that the power output of a class A 
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(84) 
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push=pull amplifier is equivalent to that of a single tube with plate re~ 
sistance rp/2. working into its normal load imped.sl.nce Zb = tzbb· A set 
eff composite characteristics for an equivalent single tube which is 
equivalent t<D the two actual tubes of the amplifier can be constructed 
from t:b.e plate characteristics a,£ one of the tubes 9 • Since the fr;rm of 
the equations for the equivalent. tube is the same as that for a single 
idea.I linear tube, the equiva.lent operating path over the co,mposite 
cha.n1cteristics has the shape ,:;,f an ellipse, 
It shcruld be noted that for actual tubes where harmonic distortion 
must be considered, the even=order harmonics ca.nce1 out in the output in 
the same manner as that for pure resistive loads. 
I 00 
16 1 (wf.)-= I1,/) + ~ ['{10'.:'.os (kw+)+- b1< S111(/cwi)] 
/(-;.i) 
lp,p = /1:, 1 (wf)-1~2.(w~-fTT)"=zf [~h cos(hwr)+b~ s1vi(h1,11-f)] (86) 
h ':./ 
h -:. ( 2. IC: -+ I) I Jc.':; () / I; 2) p 0 
In the following section, the results of laboratory measurements are 
presented in the form of power ratio curves and harmonic distortion 
curves, similar tl(JI those presented in the previous chapter, for both 
9samuel Seely, Electron Tube Circuits (New Y~i:)::k~ 1958 L pp. 326=330'. 
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triode .and beam pcwer tube class A1 push-pull amplifiers. Also, .os-
cqlographs of both the operating path of an individual tube ever its 
pL':3.te ch.aracte:ristics and the equivalent operating ps.th for both tubes 
over the composite cha.r.ficteristic are shown. 
Push-Pull Cl<5J.ss A1 Triode and Beam Power Tube 
Amplifiers· With Reactive Loads 
In 61rder to investigate the operation of a class A1 push-pull triode 
mnplii;ier with a. reactive load, a conventional circuit, using fixed 
bias, was constructed around a type LS-61 Linear Standard output trans-
fonner. The control grids of the two output tubes were coupled to an 
audio oscillatQr by means of a LS-lOX Linear Standard input transfonner. 
And the load connected to the secondary of the output transfonner was a 
simple series R-L configuration consisting of resistor and inductor 
decade boxes. 
'I'he results of lll,1.boratory measurements made for three values ·of l~ad 
resistance and various. lo,ad power factors are presented in the form of 
powe.r output and efficiency ratio cur17es shown in Figures 31a and 31b 
and hannonic distortion curves shown in Figures 31c through 3lf. 
As in the case oif a single tube triode amplifier, the po:wer ratio 
curves shown in Figure .31~ show that a l,;:1.rge ratio of lo,a.d t9 plate re-
s.istance causes the po:wer to decrease more rapidly with decreasing power 
factor. These curves are very similar to those for a single tube triode 
amplifier, and the discussion given for the single tube .amplifier may be 
applied to both t:he power ratio and efficiency ratio curves of the 
present caseo 
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It c.an be seen that harmonic distortion is very low for the push-
pull triode ~mplifier which resul;ts largely from the elimination of even-
, 
o.rder hannonics due to the ha.lanced circuit arrangement. 'I:he second 
harmonic component, due to a slight circuit unbalance, was less than one 
percent for all operating conditions shown. As in the case of the single 
tube amplifier, the current harmonic distortion decreased with decreasing 
power factor, The slight rise in the voltage harmonic distortion for 
medium power factors is caused by the increase in load·- impedance at the 
higher harmonic frequencies. In general, the harmonic distortion for the 
cL':l.ss A1 push-pull triode power ,amplifier can be said to decrease with 
decreasing power factor. 
A circuit similar to the one used for the triode tube amplifier w.as 
used to investigate the operation of a class A1 push=pull beam power tube 
amplifier. The re:erult:a i0f laboratory. meBS:urem.ents r..uade for the optimum 
value of pLate..,to ... plate folSld resistance and various p~wer factors are 
presented in Figure 32. I.t can be seen in Figure 32a. that the power out.= 
put of the beam p01wer tube f.lmplifier decreases somewhat less rapidly than 
that for the triode amplifier due to the relatively large plate resist,'.Blnce 
of the be1.:1m power tube. However, it is very likely th.at the a:,rerage 
plate resistance of the b·emn power tube over a cycle of operation is con-
siderably less at loiw power factors than the large value of plate re-
sistance which is measured at the Q point since a considerable portion 
of the operating path is located along the lower portion of the "knee" 
in the plate characte.ristics curves, for the ·'be\am power tube, where the 
plate resistance is very low. This would account for the laek of a 
great difference bet.ween the power ratio curve for the bemn power tube 
and that for the triode. 
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Figure 31, Operation of class A1 push=p,ull triode power amplifier 
with reactive load (6L6 tube~ tr:Loide c:(,nnection~ 
Ejbi, = 250 vs Ee.re = ~2(llvs Egm"' 2Cv) 
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Figure '.32, Operation of cla,ss A1 push-pull beam power tube power 
amplifie:r (61,/6 t~be 9 Ebb ""' 25Cv 9 Eic:2 = 25Cv9 Ecc"" =15v9 
Egm = -15 v 9 :r'bb"" SK) 
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F i gure 33. Th e dynamic operating path of a triode tube in a class 
A1 push-pu 11 power amplifier and the equivalent 
operating path for both tub es (616 tube triode con-
nection, Ebb 250 v· Ecc = -20 v· rbb = 10k) ,
' 
(a) pf 1. 0 (b ) pf 0 . 83 (c) p f = 0.33 
(d) pf 1. 0 (e) pf 0. 83 ( f) pf = 0.33 
(a) (b) (c) 
( d) (e) ( f) 
F i gur e 34. The dynamic operating path of a beam power tube in a 
c lass A1 push-pull powe r amplifier and the equivalent 
operating path for both tub e s (6~6 tube, Ebb= 250 v; 
Ec2 = 250 v; Ecc = -15 v; rbb 5k ; 
(a) pf 1. 0 (b) pf 0. 74 (c) p f 0. 24 
(d) pf 1.0 (e) pf 0. 74 (f) p f 0 . 24 
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As in the case of a single beam power tube amplifier, the harmonic 
distortion in a push .. pull class A1 beam power tube amplifier increases 
with decreasing power factor. 
A comparison a;f the oper,s.ting paths for triode ahd beam power tube 
push=pull class A1 amplifiers is made in Figures 33 and 34 9 respectively, 
where optimum values of plate-to ... pla.te load resistance were used in both 
cases. 
Clas.s AB 1 Operation of Beam Pcrwer Tube 
Amplifier With Res.ctive ItlJJ9.d 
The effec.ts of a reactive load on the operation OJf a class AB 1 beam 
power tube amplifier were investigated by using the circuit which was 
used for ch.ss A1 push,apull operation and changing the opera.ting voltages 
a.s follows i Ebb = 360v, Ecz = 2'70v, Ecc = -22v, rb·b (iClptimum) = 6600 
·ohms, Since the results of laboratory measurements made for this class 
of operation were very simil$J.r to those obtained for class A1 push=pull 
operat;ion, the results have not been presented in order to avoid needless 
repE\tition, In genera.1~ the h,'.9.rmonic distortion for class AB1 operation 
was very slightly larger than that for class A1 operation, but the power 
ratio and efficiency n1tio curves were essentLally the same. 
Class B Push-Pull Triode ,Amplifier 
With Reactive load 
The results of laboratory measurements made for a class B push=pull 
triode amplifier, where Ehb = 250v, Ecc = -36v, and rbb (optimum) == 10k, 
are shown in Figure 35. In Figure 35a, the power r$ttio curve is similar 
to th:&t for class A1 operat:i,on, but the efficiency r.1,.tio curve is some-
what higher for the same power factor. The increase in efficiency of 
this .f'tmplifier is due to the reduction of input power with decreasing 
power fa.ctor, The curves show that, as the power factor is decreased, 
the plate dissipation is essentially constant, except at very low power 
factor, which indicates that the plate is called upon to dissipate some 
of the power returned to the circuit by the reaotti.ve component of the 
load, The input power decreases due to a reduction in I.pm 'S!nce I·ia 
for each tu·be is approxi.mately I /.-rT"" and P. = E.bb Ib , pm II in a The increase 
in efficiency of this class of operation would become especially im-
port ant. in high power amplifier applications, 
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(a) (b) (c) 
(d) (e) (f) 
Figure 35. The dynamic operating path of a triode tube in a class 
B power amplifier and the equivalent operating path 
for both tubes in push-pull operation (6L6 tube, 
(a) 
triode connection, Ebb= 250 v; Ecc = -36 v; Egm = 36v; 
rbb = 10k) 
(a) pf 1 (b) pf 0.8 (c) pf 0.3 
(d) pf 1 (e) pf 0.8 (f) pf= 0.3 
(b) ( c) 
F i gure 37. Illustrating the effects of i mproper opera ting conditions 
on the operation of a class B triode push-pull powe r 
amplifier (6L6 triode connection) 
( a ) Equival ent operating p ath with gr id circui t limiting 
due to g rid current, Ecc = -36 v; Em= 42 v ; grid 
circuit resistanc e = 800 ohms; p f= 5 .66 
(b) Upper: Voltage wav eform for above ope ration 
Lower: Current waveform for above op e r a tion 
{c) Upper: Equiva ~ent op erating path , Ecc = - 45 v 
Center: Current waveform 
Lower: Voltag e wave f orm 
The harmonic distortion curves shown in Figure 35b show a higher 
harmonic distortion for ch.ss B operation than for class A operation.; 
however, the distortion is not at :all excessive.. Other than the effect 
(f)f the R-1. load configuration on the voltage harmonics, the harmonic 
distortion appe!8lrs to decrea.se with decreasing power factor. 
'fypical operation of the class B triode amplifier is illustrated 
in Figure 36 where both the operating path of a single tube and the 
equiv:':1.lent opera.ting path for both tubes are shown • 
. In Figure 37? the effects of two types of improper operation of the 
class B circuit are illustrated. · Figure 37a. shi01ws the effect of grid 
circuit limiting due to grid current in a relatively high grid circuit 
resistance. The ends of the o-perating path are flattened which produces 
b,rge second and third harmonic distortion. The second harmonic dis,~ 
tortion is largely cancelled ·oy the balanced circuit arrangement, but 
the effects of third and higher odd-order harm{Q)nics on t:he load vo·Itage 
and current waveforms can be seen in Figure 37b. In Figure 37c, the 
effect of using too large a grid bias on the equivalent op-era.ting path 
is shown. 1'his type of distortion is analogous to "notch" distortion in 
class B ·push-pull amplifiers with pure resistive lo.ads, and it is caused 
by biasing the tu'bes toio near cut-off grid voltage. 
Effec~s of a Reactive Plate Load on Grid Circuit 
for Class B Operation 
Ordinarily the control grid of a powe.r tube is driven considerably 
positive over either a portion or all of the positive swing of the 
g,dd drivh.g VsOlha.ge when the t\\2be is @:piert.\frnd :1.n d.a.:ss AB:2 ,n 
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class B operation~ The control grid is driven positive over all of the 
positive swing of the driving voltage when the power tube is of the 
special zero .. bias class B type. In designing a circuit for the latter 
type of operation, it is important to prevent the difference between 
the minimum value of pl.ate voltage and the maximum value of grid voltage 
from becoming too small in order to prevent excessive grid current which 
may cause control grid heat:ing. Ordinarily, the minimum difference 
bet.ween these voltages is established in a design procedure based upon 
ll!l. pure resistive load. ·· However, it has been shown that a reactive load 
causes the plate voltage to increase in magnitude and be shifted in 
phase relative to the grid driving voltage as shown in Figure 38 where 
a comparis:on i.s ms.de of operation with a pure resistive load and 
<0:peration with the resistive loiad plus a reactance. 
F.9 30. '.Lg;µre o 
; 
·,i 
C<aimparison @f cb.ss B zero ... Jbias ,IOlper&ti@n with pure resistbve 
fo.ad ~nd resistive l~.@.d plus a re~cta1m~ie 
(~) Pu;te res'istive fojll'.d 
(1h) Re~istiwe l@ad plus rea.ctEJ.nce 
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Since the average grid current, Ic, is smne function of the differ= 
ence between eb(min) and ec(m.ax)' the voltage Ed in Figure 38, were le 
increases as Ed decreased, it is of interest to investigate the variation 
of Ed with load power factor. For a linear tube with a given pure re-
sistive load, the following conditions prevail: 
E/- Ebe -Ep:W, -fei,w\ 
EtMA = ,,{,,(_ £~11y ll.b 
(!Lb+ llp) 
(87) 
Wben a reactance is added to the resistive load, the conditions become 
t:d = Ebo -ffrvv. -€~/W\c()s(e+--IJ 
Combining Equations (87) and (88) gives the result 
~ = £J 1-fcJ-= t-( (h.b/!Lfl fcos,i_ 11 + l(os(e+.-i) -1] 
Eyw. e~l'M ( / + lt?Ap) Lcose j L' (89) 
which c.an be plotted versus power factor for a given tube, with am.pli-
fication factor J.,,( and ratio of load to plate resistance rb/rp' to show 
the variation in Ed. 
Since a study was not made of zero-bias type class B tubes, this 
section has been presented only for the purpose of indicating the p©:ssi= 
bility of excessive grid current under the special operation conditions 
described above. F'or the 616 tube which has been studied, the difference 
between eb(m.in) and ec(max) is always large s'o that the effe.cts of a re-
active load discussed in this section do not particularly apply to this 
tube. It was found that the maximum variation in average grid current 
with power factor for a 6L6 tube in both class B triode operation and 
class AB 2 beam power tube operation was approximately a. two percent in-
crease at a power fac·tor of 0.4 
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SU'IIDI18.ry of Results 
1.'he results of lab~natory measurements made for tubes, with typical 
triode and beam power tube characteristics, in various classes of push-
pull operation with reac·tive lo.ads have been presented in this chapter •. 
It has been found that a. class A1 push-pull triode power amplifier with 
a reactive lo.ad exhibits a power ratio curve, showing the effect of .adding 
a react}.anc.e, t.o an otherwi.se resistive load, which is very similar to that 
pre·viom,ily shown for a single tube cla.ss A1 amplifier. Harmonic dis•w 
t.ortion in the class A1 push-pull triode amplifier is considerably 
smaller than that for the single tube amplifier due to the balanced 
circuit arrangement; and in general, it decreases with decreasing power 
A class A1 push~pull beam power tube amplifier was found to have 
.a 'power ratio curve which decreases somewhat less rapidly than that for 
the triode tube amplifier; however, the harmonic distortion increases 
very rapidly t:o excessive values .at low power factors. 1'he operation of 
each tube in ~. class A1 push-pull beam power tube amplifier is similar 
to that for a single tube beam power tube amplifier which has been 
discussed in a previous chapter. 
An. invesUga.tion of cl.':l.ss AB1 push-pull operation of beam power 
tubes with a reactive lo.ad revealed that this class of operation exhibits 
a power ratio curve which is essentially the same as that for class A1 
operation. Harmonic distortion for this class of -operation was slightly 
higher than for cl&:1.ss A1 operatfon, but this disadvantage was off-set by 
a considerably higher overall power output at unity power fac·tor. The 
main disadvantage of using berun power tubes with reactive loads is the 
large incj):ease in harmonic distortion at low, power factors. 
I 
For a class B push-pull triode power amplifier 9 it was found tha.t 
the power ratio curve was typical of that for class At operation; 
however, the efficiency ratio curve indicated a somewhat improved ef-
ficiency for a given power factor which was largely due to a decrease 
in input power with decreasing power factor. Plate dissipation was 
essentially constant except at very low power factor where it decreased 
somewhat, The plate is c,alled upon to dissipate a portion of the power 
which is returned tl()I the circuit by the reactive component of the load. 
The harmonic distortion for class B operation was not excessive, but it 
was higher than that for class A1 operation. In general, harmonic dis= 
tortion decreased with decreasing power factor for class B triode 
operation. 
'I'he possibility of excessive grid current in class B zero=bias type 
tubes o,ccu:rring due to the increase of plate voltage swing with 
decreasing load IJOwer factor has been mentioned. 
Conclusions 
Comparing triode tu'be amplifiers with beam power tube amplifiers, 
the triode amplifier gives a relatively low power output a:nd low dis-
tortion at unity power fa.ctor, while the beam power tube amplifier gives 
a :celatively large power output with reasonable harmonic distortion at 
unity power factoq with decreasing power factor, both the power output 
.and harmonic distortion of a triode amplifier decrease, and while the 
power output of a b.e.am power tube amplifier decreases less rapidly than 
that of a triode amplifier, the harmonic distortion increases very 
rapidly. 
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With respect to power output, efficiency, and harmonic distortion 
for large variations in power factor, the class B push-pull triode 
.. amplifier appears to give the best operation. With respect to power 
output and a reasonable distortion for a very limited range in power 
factor about unity value, the class AB1 beam power tube amplifier appears 
to give the best operation. With respect t.o harmonic distortion, bei!:im. 
power tube amplifiers give poor performance at low power factors. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY 
In making a study of the problem of nonlinear circuit analysis for 
vacuum tube power amplifiers with reactive loads~ it has been demcm'°' 
st:rated that the presence of a reactive component in the plate circuit 
load of a vacuum tube makes a general type of solution tmo·bt.9.inable~ and 
the effect of changing some part of the problem can ordinarily be de.-, 
termined quantitatively only by repeating the entire process of the 
1'-l.md.ysis. Unlike the c.8.se of a pure resistive load, where the magnitudes 
of harmonic components are independent of frequency~ the case l())f a re= 
active lo.tad exhibits harmonic components the magnitudes of which depend 
upon both the nonlinear characteristics of the tube and the values of 
the load impedance at each of the harmonic frequencies, F-or the case of 
a reacti"\ie. load, the plate current is a multi,.,valued function of the grid 
driving voltage and the two qmmtities ordinarily can be related ex= 
plicitly only in the form of parametric equations in terms of time. The 
plate voltage is also a multi-valued function of plate current and these 
two quantities must also be related by parametric equations _in te.rms of 
time. These latter two parametric equations can be used to represent 
the dynamic steady=state path of operation of the tube over a set of 
pla.te characteristic curves on a plate diagram (ib, eb plane)., Once the 
operating path of the tube has been established, enough information 
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becomes available to allow most a.ny quantity related to the operation of 
the circidt to be determined. Two methods of 1:rolution fCl)r determining 
. the operating pa.th have been presented. 
The graphical method of solution, based on a differential equation 
a:ppro~ch 9 Which h<"i!s been presented is perhaps the most easily applied 
method :f:iClr obtaining ;an approximate s·olution; however, its practical 
a'pplication is limited to very simple load configurations which a.re not 
at .a.11 repre:eie·ntative of the general electromechanical type of load which 
isl Cl)ften times the load used for audio power amplifiers. The analytical 
method of solution~ based on a power series cl.pproach~ is a general method 
for det:ermining the st:ea.dy-state operating path fpr a piatiodic type of 
~.pplied driving voltage. It can be used for any type of load configu-
r.ai.ti(.)):n pr<01~.vided the foad impedance as seen by the tube can be determined 
SJ.t the apprrDlpriS1te frequencies; however, this method is not st :all 
prad:ic:IB!l for &c.tu~l problem solving due to the enorm.l())US 8Jllount o.f work 
inv<trlv,ed in <Cllrder t~ obt1a1in even a rough appro:.dma:tion to a partic\Ullar 
1h?h1.tLn:11. 1~.sed c:m t.he first two or three terms of a power .S\gries. Si.nr.1e 
a.n iill'.ii.di~ po,wre:r .\!1llDpli:f.ier is nften t:imes called upon titll drive an elec:tro .. 
m,echanical type of l!O!ad wb.fo.1h ms,y e;11:hibit a rather c:om.plic.ated v~riatitm 
od: impedanl(:':e witfut :frequency, or perhaps time» a need exists for a genert'tll.l 
metlwd :fiOJr Silibring V.."filcuum tube circuits with res:ctive la,.~ds. which ci!31.n be 
practically applied in order to obtain harmonic distortion information 
and an indic&tion of other actual circuit performance. 
Upon making a linear analysis~ based upon /£lJ.n ide..all linear tube» of 
a single power tu.be with a re.\Sl.ctive lo.ad~ it hSJ.s been found that t:he 
ratio of power output ·of the .amplifier with a resrcti.ve lot!d to the power 
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output which prevails with a load consisting of only the resistive com-
ponent of the load is equal to the square of the cosine of the angle 
between plate current and a sinusoidal grid driving voltage. This sa:me 
ratio also gives the ratio of c·orresponding plate circuit efficiencies. 
When both resistive and reactive components of the load vary, the total 
change in power output is equal to the sum of the change in power out-
put which results from the change in load resistance and the change 
which results f.rom the addition of the reactive comp.anent given by the 
iabove ratio. The results of laboratory measurements made for a ·typical 
type of triode tube indicate that the power ratio equation for a linear 
tube provides a good first approximation to the corresponding power 
ratio of an actual triode tube provided that the opera.ting path does 
not ex.tend a.ppreciably. into the extremely nonlinear lower region of the 
ph.te characteristic curves. . Such a condition ordinarily prevails in 
t.riode amplifiers which have been designed for optimum ·operation based 
on a pure resistive load. 
For the class A1 single tube amplifier, the results of laboratory 
measurements indicated that, in general, harmonic distortion decreased 
with decreasing power factor as long as the ratio of the resistive 
component of the plate resistance of the tube remains above approximately 
unity value for a properly chosen Q point based upon a pure resistive 
.load, 
The results of laboratory measurements made for a single tube class 
A1 beam power tube amplifier indicated that the beam power tube performs 
unfavorably with a reactive load, compared to triode tube operation, 
Wl 
largely because of the critical dependence of harmonic distortion on the 
value of the resistive cbmponent of the load. With decreasing power 
factor, the upper portion of the operat:ing path rotates below the "knee" 
in the plate characteristic curves and high harmonic distortion results. 
In general, harmonic distortion increases to large values with decreasing 
power factor for the single tube class A1 beam power tube amplifier. 
The results of laboratory measurements made for tubes with typical 
triode .and beam power tube characteristics, in various classes of push-
pull operation have been presented •. It has been found that a class A1 
push-pull triode power amplifier exhibits a power ratio curve which is 
very similar to that for a single tube. In general, harmonic distortion 
decreases with decreasing power factor. A class A1 push-pull beam power 
tube amplifier was found to have a power ratio curve which decreases 
somewhat less rapidly than that for the triode tube amplifier; however, 
the harmonic distortion increases very rapidly to excessive values at 
low power factors. An investigation of class AB1 push-pull operation 
of beam power tubes with a reactive load revealed that this class of 
operation exhibits a power ratio curve which is essentially the same 
as that for class A1 operation. Power output is higher at unity power 
factor, but harmonic distortion is also slightly higher than for class 
Ai operation. The main disadvantage of using beam power tubes with re= 
active loads is the large increase in harmonic distortion at low piower 
factors •. Class B operations of triode tubes with a reactive load was 
found to exhibit a power ratio curve typical of that for class Ai 
operation; however, the efficiency curve was somewhat higher for the 
same power factor. The improved efficiency results from a reduction 
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in power input with decreasing power factor. The plate is called upon 
to dissipate some of the power which is returned to the circuit by the 
reactive component of the load so that plate dissipation remains practi-
cally constant except at very low power factors where it decreases. In 
general, harmonic distortion decreases with decreasing power factor for 
class B triode operation, 
Suggestions for Future Study 
1. Since audio power amplifiers are often used to drive electro-
mechanical types of loads which may exhibit a rather complic;:tted vari-
ation of impedance with frequency, a need exists for a general method 
for solving vacuum tube circuits with reactive loads which can be 
practically applied in order to obtain harmonic dist.ortion information 
and an indication of other actual circuit performance. It is suggested 
that an attempt be made to overcome the inadequacies of the two methods 
which have been presented here by combining the two methods in such a 
way that quantities describing the conditions imposed by the generalized 
reactive load can be determined from a power series approach and can be 
combined with the conditions imposed by the tube vs nonlinear charac·~ 
teristics in graphical form on a plate circuit diagram in much the same 
way as that for the graphical method which has been presented. The 
formulation of a load matrix expressing a transformation between discrete 
quantities of plate current and voltage over a cycle of operation, which 
can be determined from the theory of least squares approximation over a 
discrete range, appears to be a promising method of approach. 
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2. It is suggested that a study be made of the effects of applying 
feedback in amplifiers with reactive loads. 
3. A useful subject for study would be the possibility of using 
"flexible" passive networks to compensate audio power amplifiers with 
reactive loads such as electrodynamic shakers used for environmental 
testing. 
4. A subject for study which appears to have some importance, 
especially .in high power amplifiers, is that of the possibility of ex-
cessive grid current being induced by the increase in plate voltage 
swing due to a reactive component of the load for the case of class 
AB 2 and class B operration and especially for class B zero-bias types 
of tubes. 
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